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Foreword
DURING THE PAST DECADE EDUCATORS HAvE BECOME INCREASINGLY AWARE r. AT

individual learners approach academic tasks with different styles We have
come to recognize that varying sales can mean that some students, teachers,
and administrators will be far more successful than others with particular
tasks, situations, and people.

Articles and workshop ; on learning, teaching, and leadership styles have
often left the Impression mat emphasis on learning style, for example, is a
complex way to individualize. Educators who have experience with other
approaches to individualization may have dismissed learning styles as im-
practical While individualization may be perceived as a "nice thing to do,"
limited resources and emerging evidence on the Importance of direct in-
struction in effective schools have led many schools to move away from the
individualized learning programs that gained popularity in the 1970s

Attention to learning styles is more than a way of individualizing While
based in recognition of individual differences, a focus on learning styles can
be a significant step for promoting equity in schools. For instance, if the vis-
ual learner has less opportunity to learn tha I the auditory learner because
of prevalent teaching behaviors, not only has that learner been short-
changed, but our society has been deprived of the optimum talents of that
individual The mission of ASCD is to "develop leadership for quality in ed-
ucation for ALL stn dents." As we learn to open classroom opportunities to in-
dividuals with different learning styles, we will be better able to provide eq-
uity, making sure that ALL students gain at least the essential knowledge,
skills, and attitudes necessary for success

Marching to Different Drummers provides an opportunity for us as ed-
ucators to become farn,har with a wide variety of approaches to style. As we
read it, we may even find an approach to individual differences that matches
our own style of teaching or administration. Our cha,lenge is to read to the
rhythm of a drum beat that constantly asks the question, "How can knowing
this about style help me to open educational opportunities to students who
need It most?"

CAROLYN S HUGHES

ASCD President, 1985-86

V
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Introduction
If a man does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he hears a
different drummer. Let him step to the music
which he hears, however measured or far
away.

Henry David Thoreau

Do YOU SEARCH FOR A FIVE-CENT ERROR IN YOUR CHECKBOOK) WHY?

Some people say they enjoy the challeng,: of balancing their check
hooks exactly Some people feel the job Isn't done until the exact balance is
figured And some people want to fii.d the nickel before the error escalates

Then there are those who have forgotten the last time they balanced a
checkbookor even looked at the balance statement from the bank They
wonder why anyone would waste time searching for such a small error They
know that keeping a checkbook is necessary, but they won't spend -ny more
time with it than required

And, of course, there are many people who are in between these ex-
tremesthey search for a $5 error but write off the nickel

Why do people vary in their approaches to this task) Why do some peo-
ple say that "you're supposed to," or "it's the right thing to do," while others
deride it as "compulsiveness" and "perfectionism ?' Do we learn these be-
haviors from our parents) Maybe, but how do we explain that siblings often
handle their checkbooks very differently)

Why would .ameone handle the checkbook for an organization with
care and accuracy; yet be casual about a personal account) And why does the
'math whiz" not balance his personal checkbook when obviously its an

easy task?
A natural response to all tilt-se questions is that people are different

fundamentally different in what they care about and what they will spend
time on This is simply basic common sense, but it has tremendous implica-
tions for educators

vii
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MATCHING TO DIFFERENT DRUMMERS

Individual Differences in Education

Individual differences have intrigued and challenged educators for cen-
tunes On the one hand, our profession is motivated by the understanding
and application of this concept On the other hand, practical response to in-
dividual differences has almost entirely eluded us Nathaniel Cantor (1946)
is one educator who acknowledges, "that there are individual differences in
learning has been recognized in theory as often as it has been denied in
practice" (p. 185)

This book is based on the belief that people are different it describes a
variety of ways people differ in personality traits and defines them a differ-
ences in style

The stylistic differences addressed in tiis book have been variously la-
beled as learning style, cognitive style, teaching style, leadership style, and
psychological type While the names differ, many of the basic concepts are
similar, and we have chosen to address them as related topics.

Does balancing a checkbook affect people in education? Perhaps not di-
rectly, but if the reason for handling the checkbook in a certain way reveals
a basic aspect of personality, then that trait will somehow be reflected in
learning, teaching, or administration There is an important difference, for
example, when one teacher thinks that a creative-writing assignment should
be neat, detailed, and spelled correctly, while another teacher values a free
flow of ideas in which errors can be corrected later It does matter that teach-
ers understand that a "perfect paper" is fundamentally important to some
students, but "getting the lob done" is good enough for others. It is impor-
tant to know if an administrator expects a teacher to complete the text and
bases part of an evaluation on that criterion When some parents belit.ve that
schools should prepare students for the "real world" of loos and earning a
living and other parents want schools to provide a "liberal arts" education,
their basic differences will be reflected in a variety of ways, such as a vote on
a music-and- art-program budget These are only a few examples of how
personal individual differences are reflected in all aspects of education

Our experiences in studying and applying research on styles, teaching
about styles, and listening to students and fellow educators talk about styles
lead us to believe that style is the most important concept to demand atten-
tion in education III many years. Style is at the core of what it means to be a
person. It is an old concept that has been explored for centuries, but re-
cently infused with new energy and direction It is essential to any educa-
tor's philosophy of education, and consequently it affects how we view our

...
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IN MOD( CTION

educational system It touches on classroom practice, administration, and
curriculum development It relates to staff development and to students'
studs habits It helps us to understand ourselves and trust that all students
can lean, Perhaps most importantly, it calls upon educators to recognize ac-
tively that people are different, and these differences inevitably surface when
people learn, teach, supervise, and develop programs

"Differences in our schools wni always exist because teachers and stu-
dents are people, and a fundamental characteristic of people is diversity,-
one principal w rote Then, having acknowledged this fact, he decided to
view it positively "I have often found It possible to transform differences
among children, teachers, parents, and administrators into powerful educa-
tional assets.. (Barth, 1980, 15 and xvii)

Fundamental personality differences do have the potential to bring di-
verse talents to educational concerns But if the differences are treated su-
perficially "You could see It my way if you only wanted tol--we will cer-
tainly miss the opportunities of diverse energy and continue to deny the
differences in the everyday practices of schools

The Purpose of This Book

This book explores differences in style to help educators fulfill their re-
sponsibilities and experience the joys of helping people realize their full
potential

Fortunately, there 's a wealth of research on differences in style, but
summaries of these theories and Ideas are not easily assessable In re-
sponse, this book describes major research contributions and identifies
common themes It nresents a summary of concepts but consciously does
not strive to create one synergistic definition from the different approaches
to style

For those relatively new to the theory of style, there are basic definitions
and examples For those generally familiar with it, the summary of different
theories, the identification of basic themes, and the wide range of sugges-
tions for application should provide food for thought And to those very
knowledgeable about research on styles, we offer our reflections and per-
sonal experiences

This hook is Intended for all practicing educators Teachers will recog-
nize its messages about themselves and their students and will benefit from
the practical classroom suggestions Administrators should find the infor-
mation relevant to all aspects of their job, and the suggestions immediately

ix
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MARCHING TO DIFFERENT DRUMMERS

applicable to their work as instructional leaders Curriculum specialists
should be able to use the philosophical framework as well as the direct sug-
gestions University and college Instructors should find the synthesis of com-
plex concepts useful for introducing style to their students Parents can take
personal meaning from the book by "seeing- themselves and their children
in the descriptions and gaining support from the message to celebrate diver-

sity
Our approach is comprehensive, but we do not attempt to cover the en-

tire field This hook provides theory to enable informed and wise use of the

concepts It offers practical suggestions while urging readers to decide
thoughtfully which applications best suit their situations

The concept of style is both complex and simple Each view is partially
true and each can be dangerous alone An oversimplified view can lead to
naive action, yet a complex view can result in no action at all We believe that
the message of diversity of style is timely and importantand in this book
we invite you to loin with us to find ways for our school,; to give all students

the opportunity to fulfill their potential

Our Perspectives and Personal Bias

We have studied and observed style in a number of different situations
We know about style from our experiences as teachers and administrators.
We balance that experience with academic research on style And perhaps
most importantly, we continue to learn about style by sharing the concepts
with other administrators, teachers, and parents Working with thousands of
thoughtful and talented educators has strengthened our resolve about the
importance of style and deepened our understanding of the concepts

Ow practical experience and academic reflection lead us to bring cer-
tain perspectives to these theories. And, of course, our individual styles are
reflected in this book. You should know some of our biases

First, individual human differences are positiveand should be a re-
source to schools We agree with Tomlinson who wrote that "effective
schooling should expand the differences between students rather than re-
strict them" (in Mackenzie, 1983, p 13) When students learn and grow in
their own way, differences are pronounced. When we decide we want to
value differences, we will make decisions that expand diversity rather than

9



INTRODUCTION

/

seek uniformity and inappropriate conformity
Second, active recognition of individual differences challenges any

"hest" answer for an educational question We have to ask "best for whom,
in what situation, and under what circumstances;" In their description of
the school improvement processes, Bruce Joyce and his colleagues make
clear earl' on that "there simply is no best model for a school ... There are
many effective models for schooling, but they do not work equally well for
all children, nor do they achieve all purposes to the same degree" (1983, p:
9) Nor can any one program or instructional strategy be "best" for every
student

Third, we believe that differences in style are more than variations in
behavior When I act differently than you, It is because my behavior makes
sense to me Behavior "makes sense" because it is an external reflection of
how I understand a situation Thus the study of style must explore differ-
ences in behavior and recognize the roots of the behavior This also Implies
that fundamental characteristics of style will be reflected in various aspects
of behavior in learning, teaching, administration, and personality in gen-
eral These areas must be studied together, or we run the risk of shallow ap-
plications. For example, we would want to avoid "doing" learning styles for
students while treating all the staff the same.

Fou-th, the variety of perspectives on style and diverse models pro-
posed by researchers offers a rich source of theories, experiences and sug-
gestions for educational applications We should draw from various theories
to the extent that they can offer suggestions for our particular situations In
this book we do not advocate any single model but urge the reader to study
thoughtfully, examine the perspective and bias of the researchers, form a
personal approach to style, and select appropriate ideas for application.

Fifth, we believe in the importance of the individual teacher's decisions
in the classroom. In h!s review of effective school research Mackenzie
(1983) says, "No strategy works in isolation from the teacher's judgment and
discrimination" (p 10) Thus knowledge of styles should provide guidance
for wise judgments. This book is not designed as a cookbook but rather as a
source book for the iundreds of decisions educators are challenged with
each day

Sixth and finally, we are enthusiastic about the power pi ovided by
knowledge of styles, but we also recognize this knowledge is not a panacea
for problems in schools. Knowing about differences in style will not make
good educators out of cynical, incompetent teachers or administrators.
Knowledge of styles will not guarantee effectiveness or e> cellence in

xi
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MARCHING TO DIFFERENT DRUMM:AS

schools. But it does point us in the direction of using the unique talents of
both aduIrs and children to make our schools better for all.

User's Guide

The book is in three parts The first part defines style and provides
some background Into research on it. The second part describes six differ-
ent style applications The final section presents a way to organize your
thinking about styles, raises additional issues, and discusses implementation
and staff development A comprehensive annotated bibliography is provided
to aid the reader in further study.

The book reviews the work of six major researchers and provides an
example of application for each research model. The six were chosen to rep -
resent major efforts historically and conceptually. Carl Jung's work is com-
prehensive and has developed through nearly a century of examination. Psy-
chologist Herman A. Witkin's work is the most extensive and in-depth
research on cognitive style conducted in the past 50 years. The modality in-
formation, represented here by Walter Barbe and Raymond Swassing and by
Rita and Kenneth Dunn, has consistently intrigued educators. And the work
of the Dunns, Anthony Gregorc, and Bernice McCarthy has brought these
concepts directly to teachers. In this book we can only touch upon the work
of these researchers. We urge you to study the original sources !isted in the
annotated bibliography for a fuller understanding of each model

We invite and encouroge you to approach the book with your own style:
browse, skip around, read and reflect. We have also attempted to address the
different ways you can know about style by including personal examples, re-
search findings, practical applications, and philosophical implications We
hone that as you read you will discover new questions about style

Some of the book is factualit reports informationand some is in-
terpretiveit synthesizes our experiences and beliefs. Many of the ideas
will provoke questions. The more one studies individual differences, the
more complexities one finds. This fact alone reinforces our belief in the im-
portance of the concepts and the need for further exploration.

Some ideas are so simple that experienced educators will recognize
them immediately. But acting on the concepts is never simple; practicing per-
sonalized educaion is a challenge for even the most experienced among us
We need both the inspiration of theory and the wisdom of experience to
guide us.

xii
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INTRODUCTION

And so, as always, teachers and administrators are called upon to bring to bear
the talents and skills that make them good at their lobsespecially the ability to
keep their "heads in the clouds" while their "feet are planted firmly on the ground"
(Guild, 1982, p 6)

12
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DEFINING
STYLES
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1. Style: What and
Why

A fact 15 not what is; a tact for any person is
what he believes is so,

--Arthur Combs
Helping Relationships

SOME PEOPLE WE KNOW HAVE A STYLE CF DRESS SOME HAVE A DISTINCT STYLE OF

speech, perhaps an indication of regional roots. Some athletes bring their
own styles to their sports

When we use "style" in these ways, we are saying .hat there is a recog-
nizable pattern in a person's dress, speech, or sport As an "outsider," I see
this pattern, associate it with the person, and find It typical and relatively
L -istent. Certainly a person does not always dress, speak, or play in the
same way, but a person's usual behavior is predictable enough

The way each of us perceives the world govei ns how we think, make
judgments, and form values about experiences and people Our personal
perspect:ve is our window on the world This unique aspect of our human
ness 13 .yhat we call style It is based on the fact that, as Carl Jung (1921) ob-
served, "besides the many individual fferences in human psychology there
are also typical differences" (p. 3).

How about you? t o you notice immediately wh....1 a friend or colleague
gets a new pair of glasses or changes hairstyle? Have you ever described a
car accident only to find out that vnother witness reported the same event
quite differently? How do you view an abstract painting? Do you try to figure
out what it is? Or do you react to the mood or colors? Differences in percep-
tion help explain why people see things differently even though everyone
may be physically capable of seeing the same things.

2
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STYI E WI .AT AND WHY

What's your morning loutine? Do you have a daily set pattern for dress-
ing, showe:Ing, having breakfast? Does it botli-r you when the pattern is dis-
turbed of would such a i-ig11 routine bore you Those of us who behove in
an orderly, systematic, linear way probably form our Ideas and think that way,
too. 'bur daily behavior patterns often reflect your thinking processes

Are you a Rubik's Cube fan? Are you intrigued by the challenge of such
a puzzle or do you find It a waste of time? Do you know how many countries
are on the continent of Africa? Are you interested? Do you want to know the
practical purpose of a task before you are willing to give it your effort?

Do yo:f make decisions with your heart or your head? Do you buy a new
car by carefully weighing data from automotive reports, or do you simply
buy the model and color you've always wanted? When you disagree with
someone, do you worry how he or she will take your comments? Just as dif-
ferences in what motivates and Interests each of us reflect our unique per-
spectives, so do a person's criteria for decisions and judgments reflect one's
style

These basic patterns in personality influence many aspects of personal
and professional behavior In general they are called personality styles
When they aftect learning, we refer to learning styles When the patterns are
reflected in teaching, we call them teaching styles And our particular man-
agement patterns are called leadersh.p or administrative styles

About Sty le

When people are introduced to the concept of style, they often say; "You
mean there are other people like m It's a comment said half in jest, but
often with a serious note "I really am OK!" usually follows, and lots of ques-
tions emc ge as a person thinks about style Some of the typical comments
and questions have led us to identify a few general assumptions about style
that are explored further throughout the book.

1 "Yes, Virginia, everyone has style!" Each person is unique and com-
rs'-x, and yet each person is predictable, too It's the predictable side of peo-
ple that annonces then- :style The "way I am," the "that's just me" parts of
each of us are our patterns--our style These patterns give us familiar ways
to approach life and provide stability; maturity; and psychological health
They give us some things in common with other people, but their particular
combination and Intensity make each of us unique As you study words that
describe style, it will be helpful to think about your own "style profile"

3
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MARCHING TO DIFFERENT DRUMMERS

2 The "!.'m OK, you're OK!" style is basically neutral venue I may not
like someone's pattern of speech, for example, I realize that it is natural for
that person and probably for his or her family, friends, and neighbors Cer-
tainly some people do have speech disabilities, but their style does not di-
rectly indicate a problem.

3. The "Still waters run deep!" style is basically stable, but behaviors
emanating from it may change according to the situation If I'm a detail-ori-
ented person, exacting and perfectionism, this trait has probably been with
me from childhood and will remain with me throughout life. But the behav-
:ors that reflect this trait will most likely adapt to the situation. At the office
my files may be carefully organized, but at home I'm probably resigned to a
more flexible organization of the refrigerator, which the whole family uses

4 The "Yes, but!" style is not absolute Just as a staunch Republican may
VOre for a certain Democratic candidate, so too there will be specific excep-
tions to pervasive style patterns I may typically make decisions in an objec-
tive, cool-headed way except when they relate to money, for example. How-
ever, if my behavior regularly fluctuates in a certain aspect of my life, it is
possible that either I don't have a defined pattern or that contrasting patterns
are pulling at me in different directions.

5 The "I could if I wanted tot" style alone does not determine compe-
tence. 1 may not balance my checkbook, but I am able to if I decide it's nec-
essary or my job requires it I may not notice your new hairstyle, but if you
point it out, I'm certainly capable of seeing it. At some point, our style does
make certain tasks easier or harder and thus is related to a person's
strengths and weaknesses. But we can become reasonably competent at
many things by approaching them with our own style.

6 It takes one to know one!" style traits are easier to recognize in oth-
ers if I personally understand those characteristics. People who know a New
York accent, for example, immediately recognize that speech pattern If I
hear a practical question, I tune in if I, too, value practicality. If I simply don't
understand someone, it's likely that our styles are very different.

These assumptions and examples help us to see the simple and complex
nature of style. While many things are known about style, there is also much
to he discovered and explained As you read further expect a confirmation
of the depth of the style theory. It is a theory that seeks to help us understand
basic human nature

4
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STYLE WHAT AND WHY

Style in Educatitin

Education is a people business. Perhaps every issue, decision, and prob-
lem that we deal with in schools is basically a human relations situation The
effectiveness of curriculum, instruction, discipline, management, commu-
nity relationships, and the degree of academic achievement can often be
traced to the ability of people to identify common purposes and work pro-
ductively together Where we find open communication, high morale, posi-
tive climate, commitment of community and parents, and enthusiastic, car-
ing professionals, we find excellence in learning and teaching

If education is a people business, and if we know that people are differ-
ent, then education is a business about the diversity of people It is about the
different goals people have for education It is about the different programs
people want in schools. It is about the multitude of ,,alues and interests of all
its constituents.

Yet ever: as we verbally accept the existence of diversity, we also recog-
nize how often It is Ignored in practice We make rules for a school assuming
that everyone values and Interprets them in the same way. We talk with staff
and students and assume that our intentions are communicated as clearly as
our actual words. We search for the right or best programs and methods for
helping all students to learn

Here's where the study of style is particularly important Knowing that
people see different things helps us to communicate with more depth
Knowing that people have different beliefs and values helps us to understand
the ...rious Interests and needs of a diverse school population Accepting the
diversity of style can help us to create the atmosphere and experiences that
encourage each individual to reach his or her full potertlal.

A Variety of Differences

In what ways are people different?
What general things are we talking about when we say people are dif-

ferent?
Perhaps the most comprehensive statement we can make is that people

have different personalities Yes, but what is personality, and how are people
different? We can see, of course, that people act differently However, to un-
derstand different behaviors we need to look Into the roots of people's ac-
tions.

5
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MARCHING TO DIFFERENT DRUMMERS

One way to do this is to recognize several basic functions that we all
perform when interacting with a situation, a person, information, or ideas.
First we take in the situation, then we think about it, react to it, and ulti-
mately act upon it. These basic functions guided us to create four categories
of style differences:

Style is concerned with cognition people perceive and gain knowl-
edge differently

Style is concerned with conceptualization: people form ideas and
think differently

Style is concerned with affect. people fee! and form values differently
Style is concerned with behavior people act differently

These categories are proposed to help organize the diverse aspects of
style but are not meant to be rigid The complexity and subtlety of human
behavior make any organization of individual differences accurate in one in-
stance but then arbitrary in the next To understand styles and their implica-
tions for education, it will be helpful to think about these categories while
always keeping in mind that all the characteristics are integrated in the total
personality of a real human being

Cognition: "How Do I Know?"

Perception, the initial stage of cognition, involves receiving, taking pos-
session of, obtaining, and discerning information, ideas, and concepts. Some
of us perceive best what is real, while others clearly see possibilities with
their imaginations. Some people see parts of a whole, separating ideas from
their context, while others see the wholenot unlike the difference be-
tween seeing the trees or the forest.

These perceptual differences affect what i5 received and how it is re-
ceived My best intentions and the most extensive efforts to convince an-
other to see exactly as I see will not eliminate these personal differences. A
gifted artist can describe the gestalt of a painting, but some viewer will be
struck by, and confined to, an image of an exaggerated cow's head, for ex-
ample The artist can plead, cajole, and discuss the work in detail, but to little
avail if the viewer's perception governs a certain view You may take a hike
through tree woods with a friend who suddenly becomes fascinated with a
mushroom At first you actually may not evcii see the mushroom your
friend needs to point it out. Then, even when you phywally see it, it doesn't
mean the same thing to you Your perceptions are different.

Two people !isiening to the same music will respond differently to the
nuances of the sound, reflecting the depth of their musical experiences as

6
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STYLE WHAT AND WHY

well as their personal perceptions. Perhaps one .. timed to certain ciihtle-
nes, while the other is a more general listener Two people sit next to each
other at a movie and are surprised that they recall different things when
they discuss the film later Children in a class often hear directions in very
different ways.

Gaining knowledge is another part of cogn.tion, people get information
in different ways. Some people use abstract sources, reading about things
and listening to others' descriptions; others need concrete experiences. The
concrete' person will often depend directly on the senses for information "I
see it, now I know what it is The abstract person is more receptive to sec-
ondhand sources of knowledge. Some people have to touch something or
see it operate before they accept it as real, while others can imagine a vivid
reality without needing to experience it. There are also sensory special-
iststhose people who rely on one sense more than another to gather infor-
mation Again, these different ways of getting information and gaining
knowledge are reflective of distinct personal styles

Ccnceptualization: "How Do I Think?"

People also exhibit differences in what they do with the knowledge they
gain hew they process information and how they think Some people are
most typically convergers, always looking for connections, ways to tie things
together. Others are more divergentone thought, idea, or fact triggers a
multitude of new directions. Some people order ideas, information, and ex-
periences in a very linear, sequential way, while others organize their
thoughts in clusters and random patterns. Some people think aloud They
verbalize ideas as a way of understanding them Others concentrate on un-
derstanding concepts and experiences privately in their own minds Some
people think quickly, spontaneously, and impulsively, others are slower and
more reflective

We see these examples, and others, everyday You may have had the ex
perience of saying to someone, "Whatever made you say that?" and then re-
alizing the person was thinking about something in a very different way
than you were The important point is that people naturally perceive, gain

'It is important to distinguish between styles and developmental stages Those who
research style do not address themselves directly to the concrete stage of acquiring
knowledge, but rather say that at any age, whatever the developmental state, some peo-
ple are more or less concrete in their style, relative to their appropriate stage of devel-
opment

7
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MARCHING TO DIFFERENT DR', MMERS

knowledge, and process in different ways These differences form patterns
for each person and affect a person's total behavior

Affect: "How Do I Decide?"

Differences in motivation, judgments, values, and emotional responses
also characterize individual style Some people are motivated internally, oth-
ers seek external rewards Some people actively seek to please otherschil-
dren to please their parents and teachers, adults to please bosses and
spouseswhile some people are not attuned to others' expectations, and
still others will rebel against such demands Some people make decisions
logically, rationally, objectively, and with cool heads. Others often decide
things subjectively, focusing on perceptions and emotionstheir own and
others Some people seek frequent feedback on their Ideas and work, some
are crushed by slight criticism, others welcome analytical comments, and
still others don't even ask an outsider for a critique

For some people the medium is the message, while others focus di-
rectly on the content Some people are emotionally Involved in everything
they do, and others are characteristically neutral The emotional learner pre-
fers a classroom with a high emotional charge while another kind of learner
works best in a low-key environment These affective differences are also
stylistic and Interrelated with the conceptual and cognitive characteristics
discussed above

The discussion of differences in affective style does not contradict basic
humanistic beliefs in education Everyone does best in a supportive atmos-
phere free from excessive criticism An awareness of stylistic differences can
help administrators and teachers to recognize that every person does not
seek the same affective response and to understand the kinds of support
various people want

Behavior: "How Do I Act?"

Cognitive, conceptual, and affective patterns are the root., of behavior,
and pervasive and consistent stylistic characteristics will he reflected in a
person's actions

The reflective thinker, for example, can he expected to act in a reflective
way in a variety of behavioral situations from decision making to relating to
people Some people scan a situation to get the gist before tackling a prob-
lem, others focus on a certain part of the problem immediately and start



STYLE WHAT AND WHY

Figure 1. Some Examples of Style Characteristics

Category

COGNITION

perceiving, finding
out, getting
information

CONCEPTUAL IZAT ION

thinking, forming
ideas, processing,
memory

AFFECT

feelings, emotional
response, motivation,
values, judgments

Characteristics*

sensing/intuition

field dependent/field
independent
abstract/concrete

visual, auditory, kriesthetic,
tactile

ext rovert/i ntrovert

reflective observation/
active experimentation

random/sequential

feeler/thinker

effect of emperature,
light, food, time of day,
sound, design

3EHAVIOR

manife,tations of all of the above-mentioned characteristics

'Characteristics separated by a slash V) indicate bipolar or opposite traits

Researchers

Jung, Myers-Briggs, Mok,
Keirsey and Bates

Witkin
Gregorc, Kolb and
McCarthy

Barbe and Swassing, Dunn
and Dunn

Jung, Myers-Briggs, Keirsey
and Bates

Kolb and McCarthy

Gregorc

Jung, Myers-Briggs, Mok,
Keirsey and Bates

Dunn and Dunn

with it Some people approach a task randomly, others are very systematic
Some people need explicit structure, others prefer and perform best in a
more open-ended situation Some people prefer to work alone, others with
groaps, and some prefer working in certain physical environments

9
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In education we recognize a variety of differences in how people
learnhow these basic styles affect the individual learner's behavior Reflec-
tive students are stow to respond to questions .ind need to think a rs,-.spon:..2
through carefully, impulsive learners make a quick response and 1;lurt out
their thoughts. The step-by-step person learns only when each step is clear
and the transitions are spelled out Another kind of learner typically makes
intuitive leaps After several weeks of struggling with division of fractions,
this student may suddenly announce, "I've got it!" This same intuitive
learner will also often be Impatient with sounding out parts of a word and
doing phonetic worksheets whel she has already grasped the essence of a
story

In sum, people have differences in the ways they perceive, think, pro-
cess knowledge, feel, and behave Many specific examples of these differ-
ences have been identified by researchers (see Figure 1) and are discussed
in the next chapters Equally important, the personal and professional ex-
periences of educators provide constant evidence that these style differences
do exist and that they affect many aspects of the ;earning-teaching process
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2. A Brief History
of Style

For as in one body we have many members,
and all the members do not have the same
function, so we, though many, are one body in
Christ, and individually members one of
another. Having gifts that differ according to
the grace given to us, let us use them.

--Romans 12:4-6a

Let A be some experience from which a number of thinkers start Let Z be the prac-
ticai conclusion rationally inferrible from it One gets to the conclusion by one line,
another by another, one follows a course of English another of German, verbal im-
agery With one, visual images predominate, with another, tactile Some trains are
tinged with emotions, others not, some are very abridged, synthetic and rapid, oth-
ers hesitating and broken into many steps But when the penultimate terms of all the
trains, however differing inter se, finally shoot into the same conclusion, we .ay, and
rightly say, that all the thinkers have had substantially the same thought It would
probably astound each of them beyond measure to be let into his neighbor's mind
and to find how different the scenery there was from that in his own

THE EMINENT AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST, PHILOSOPHER, AND EDUCATOR WILLIAM

James wrote the above words in The Principles of Psychology in 1890, illus-
trating that style as a distinctive and characteristic trait has long been a con-
cern of psychologists and educators as they seek to describe the many facets
of an individual

It is not clear who first actually used the term style in this way The
Greek physician Hippocrates identified Sanguine, Choleric, Melancholy, and
Phlegmatic personalities. For most of this century, the research has been

11
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conducted primarily in the field of psychology. German psychologists were
exploring individual cognitive style differei.ces at the turn of the century
Perhaps best known among then is Carl Jung, whose research into "psycho-
logical types" first appeared in 1921.

The word style is used in American psychologist Gordon W Allport's
work in the 1930s as he defines consistent patterns appearing in individuals.
Allport (1961) notes that interest in individual differences in psychology
"grew up at the beginning of this century" and that "mary psychologists
would consider this movement as coextensive with the psychology of per-
sonality" (p. 15). Many of these personality theories are based upon stLdies
that were conducted regarding perception.

Perception is the point of reality contact, the door to reality appraisal, and there
is no doubt that here especially are the selective, adaptive controls of personality
brought into play (Klein, 1951.328 329, emphasis in the original)

A look at several experiments carried out at this time will provide some
examples to illustrate the importance that pFychologist Klein placed on per-
ception as "the point of reality contact."

In 1945 Lowenfeld reported a distinction between visual and haptic
types, with the former experiencing the world primarily through vision and
the latter primarily through touch. In his tests he discovered that one person
in four depends upon touch and kinesthesis rather than upon vision.

In work he did during the late 1940s and early 1950s, Klein (1951) found
that "a person continually brings to bear in any kind of situation what for
him are 'preferred' ways of meeting reality" (p. 336) Whereas Lowenfeld
spoke of preferences in terms of visual and haptic types, Klein speaks of lev-
elers and sharpeners.

[the) leveling group followed a pattern which we called "self- inwardness" and
emphasized a retreat from objects, avoidance of competition or of any situation re-
quiring active manipulation [The sharpening group) defines people who generally
find competition and exhibitionism congenial, who have high needs for attainment,
who energetically and oftentimes aggressively push themselves forward, and who
have a great need for autonomy (p. 336).

Herman A. Witkin began his work on perception in the late 1940s and
continued it until his death in 1979. Witkin proposed the existence of differ-
ent perceptual tendencies in persons depending on how they view and use
their sui soundings. He spoke of people as being field dependent or field in-
dependent. In tests designed to determine reliance on cues received from

12
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he background field if

A BRIEF HISTORY OF STYLE

4111111111I1W 411=12111:=ii

,ne performance range perception is strongly dominated by the prevailing field,
t1-..it mode of perception was designated "field dependent At the other extreme,
where the person experiences items as more or less sedardte from the surrounding
field, the designation "field independent" was used (Witkin et al 1Q77 7)

Allport (1961) defines cot-naive style as "distinctive ways of living in the
world" (p 271) Pric to 1955 psyd.:Aogists had identified several classifica-
tions of people that served to illustrate Allport's "distinctiveness"irclud-
ing the designations visual/h.Aptic; levelers /sharpeners, field dependent/field
independent, all discussed above.

t ortunately, research into individual differences gradually dimin-
ished Leona Tyler (1965) attributes this &cline to the fact that since

tests of this sort showed very little relationship to school success, the enthusiasm of
psychohgists for the whole mental-test movement was considerably dampened Be-
cause tests of the kind that Binet and Henri had been recommending, tapping com-
plex intellectual characteristics rather than perceptual sensitivities, stood up better
order this kind of evaluation, they set the pattern for later work, and the attempt to
measure perceptual differences was largely abandoned tip 212)

In other words, school success (measured in terms of good grades)
could be proven to relate to a student's IQ. A high IQ indicated the potential
for a high grade. On the other hand, in overall terms, a field-dependent stu-
dent did not do better or worse in school than a fold- independent student
Whereas it was "better" to 'nye a high IQ rather than a low IQ, a could not
be proven that it was better to have a certain perceptual sensitivity. In teims
of school success, style by itself was neutral

In addition to the diminishing interest on the part of research psychol-
ogists in the topic, there was little or no communication between education
and psychology regarding individual differences Educators were either riot
aware of the cognitive style research or ignored it

partly because many of the studies were conducted in fields other than education,
and partly because educators . have emphasized programs rather than ;ridgy:dual
learning styles (Dunn and Dunn, 1975b 44, emphasis in the original)

therefore in both education an pay. -hology the possibility that the world
might actually look, sound, and feel differently to different persons, that they might
solve problems and form concepts in quite different ways, and that the same stimu-
lating situation might carry different meanings for them was something investigators
did not generally take into account (Tyler, 1965.211)

13
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Style in Education

Since the late 1960s educators have 5een directly addressing he "pos-
sibility" cited above by Tyler Anthony Gregorc (1982) speaks of different
mind qualities, describing how we take in and how we process information.
Rita and Kenneth Dunn (1975a) have investigated a number of learning pref-
erences, which they organize by categories of four stimuli Several applica-
tions of Carl Jung's original identification of psychological types have been
made for education, and the identification of modality sensitivities has been
studied by a number of educators.

Educators are now regularly drawing on the fields of psychology and
neurobiology in order to expand their awareness of individual differences.
Studies of brain functioning and its relationship to learning are intriguing
teachers and administrators and stimulating broader approaches to curricu-
lum and methods of instruction. The recent work of Howard Gardner (1983)
expands the way , le think about intelligence by identifying multiple intelli-
gences, including Jr J !cal intelligence, bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, and
personal 'ntehigenLe. 'merest in the potential of the human mind is bring-
ing fascinating theories and challenges to schools.

Through these various approaches, education is now actively engaged
in understanding a.id recognizing individual differences This movement is
profound and impoaant. In his introduction to a collection of papers on re-
search in style and brain behavior, James Keefe (1982) says

Knoviedge ab Alt learning styles and brain behavior is a fundamental new tool
at the service of teaches and schools It is clearly not the latest educational fad. It
prov....es a deeper and more profound view of the learner than previously perceived,
and is part of a basic framework upon which a sounder theory and practice of learn-
ing and instruction may be built

This ,urrent focus builds upon a solid foundation of theory and practice
in both psychology ana education. It should have pervasive and long-lasting
effects.
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PART II

EXAMPLES
OF STYLE

Figure 2. Examples of Applications of Style and M )(leis of Research
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The next six chapters illustrate several areas in education that are af-
fected by individual differences in style. As each area is rliscussed, a specific
study of stye is described. The "match" we have made between a model and
an application is intended as only one example of use of specific research on
style As the wheel above is rotated, it is clear that each model of style can
contribute to each area of implementation.

'2/



3. Interpersonal
Relationships and
Communication

Jung's Psychological Types

"Fir of all," he said, "if you can learn a
simple trick, Scout, you'll get along a lot better
with all kinds of folks. You never really
understand a person until you consider things
from his point of view..."

"Sir?"
"...until you climb into his skin and walk

around in it."
Harper Lee

To Kill a Mockingbird

Mrs Hand comes to school for the annual parent-teacher conference
and asks Mr Chandler, the teacher, how Darren is doing this year Mr Chan-
dler responds, "Darren has completed all of his assignments and regularly
hands in his work He is doing solid work for this grade." Mrs Hand seems
puzzled at this response and comments, 'Yes, yes I know, I see his work
when be brinp it home, but I want to know how he is getting along with the
other students"

In the classroom next door Mrs Wasson, a parent, asks the teacher,
Mrs Kehle, "How is Jennifer doing this year?" The teacher enthusiastically
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responds that "Jennifer seems to be getting along with everyone very well"
At this point, in frustration, Mrs Wasson says, "Yes, I know she has friends,
she's always gotten along quite well I want to know about her school-
work"

WHEN PARENTS ASK, "How's MY CHILD DOING IN SCHOOL7" WHAT DO THEY MEAN

As Mr Chandler, Mrs Kehle, and all teachers know too well, they mean dif-
ferent things. For Mr Chandler, getting along with other kids may be of sec-
ondary importance, but when Darren's mother asks how he is doing, she is
asking about interpersonal relationships, not academics. For Mrs. Wasson,
her daughter's academics are her primary concern. These different inten-
tions are all too familiar to people who work in schools.

Clear communications and successful interpersonal relationships are
the very core of educationa: decisions and programs. When people get along
and understand each other, schools work well. Research into effective
schools has labeled it "positive climate," and an extensive study of success-
ful schools in England called it "positive ethos" (Rutter et. al., 1979).

To explore the relationship of style to Interpersonal relationships and
communication, we will discuss the work of Carl Jung Other perspectives
on style could also be used to illustrate this area, just as Jung's theories affect
other Issues in education.

Psychological TypesCarl G. Jung

One of the questions that has Interested philosophers and psychologists
throughout history is why people behave in different ways Early in this cen-
tury Carl Jung gave an extensive explanation of behavior patterns in his
book, Psychological Types, first published in 1921

Jung proposed that to understand different behaviors we should focus
on the basic functions people perform in their lives. He said that every psy-
chologically healthy human being has to operate in a variety of different
ways depending on the circumstances, the people, and the situations But
despite situational adaptations, each of us will Inevitably tend to develop
comfortable patterns that lead us to behave in certain predictable ways. Jung
used the word "types" to identify these styles of personality.

One basic function all psychologically healthy human beings have is un-
derstanding what is experienced. Jung identified two ways of viewing people
and situations. Some people see the world through their sensesvision,
hearing, touch, and smell They observe what is real, what is factual, and
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what is actually happening. They stick to what they see, and for them seeing
is believing. Because of the emphasis on the pragmatic and real, observabe
aspects of experience and people, Carl Jung called this function sensation
This function in each of us enables us to observe carefully, gather facts, and
focus on practical actions

Another way of viewing the world has to do with possibilities and rela-
tionships. This way of seeing experiences and people helps us to read be-
tween the lines, to attend to meaning, to focus on what is and what might be.
This part of our perception helps us to read subtleties, body language, tones
of voice, and things that interpret the experiences of the senses. It leads us
to look at old problems in creative and original ways This kind of percep-
tion, this way of experiencing the world, Jung called intuition because we
focus on and react to images our minds create

Jung explained that everyone uses both kinds of perception when deal-
ing with people and situations, but that we each tend to have a preference for
one way of looking at the world. The kind of perception we favor most often
becomes our window through which we observe life. Since these ways of
looking at the world are fundamentally different, it stands to reason that if
we are more likely to search for reality and facts through our senses, we me
less likely to depend on and to trust possibilities, imagination, and Intuition.
Obviously the opposite holds trueintuition leads us to search beneath and
beyond reality and to distrust surface information. Our experiences tend to
reinforce our way of looking at the world. We are most in tune with people
who approach life the way we do and sometimes confused and baffled by
people who don't see what we see.

Jung also described another fundamental difference among people in-
dividuals approach the decision-making process in different ways. Some of
us analyze information, data, situations, and people and apply a logical and
rational process to making a decision. We pride ourselves on being objec-
tive, calm, cool, and collected. If the decision is difficult, we search for more
information. We are slow and careful in our analysis of the data because ac-
curacy and thoroughness are very important This process of decision-mak-
ing leads us to trust objectivity, data, logical predictions, and rational argu-
ments. When we arrive at a conclusion, we are confident that all alternatives
have been explored and weighed against each other, and that the final deci-
sion has been reached unemotionally and carefully Jung described this
function as the thinking function.

On the other hand, some of us approach a decision through a subjec-
tive, perceptive, empathetic, and emotional perspective. We search for the
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effect ot' the decision on ourselves and others We consider alternatives and
examine evidence to develop a personal reaction and commitment We view
the decision-making process as complex and not totally objective Essen-
tially, we see circumstantial evidence as extremel:, important We live in a
world of gray rather than black and white and often use the phrase "it de-
pends'. to describe the subjective nature of a decision We will sometimes
go against the tide of ratiot.al evidence because of some personal percep-
tion about a situation or person This basic human function Jung called the
feeling function.

Jung explains that every healthy human being uses both thinking and
feeling in the decision-making process, but each one of us tends to become
more comfortable, and more skilled, in arriving at a decision in either a
thinking or feeling way Again, these functions are opposite on a continuum
Making decis:ons with an emphasis on logic and reason leads to a distrust of
emotions, empathy, and personal perceptions. At the same time a trust in
perceptions and personal insight can lead to a casual regard for logic and ra-
tional evidence. "Don't confuse me with the facts, my mind's made up" be-
comes I eality

An important part ofJung's explanation of these four basic human func-
tions was his i:isistence that no direct value was attached to one's approach
to perception or decision making Accurate, clear, and important percep-
tions can be gained through both sensation and intuition. Successful, effec-
tive, and honest decisions can be made through logical thinking and also
through perceptive feelings A mature approach to life includes a recogni-
tion that we need to use both kinds of perception and both kinds of judg-
ment, each for the right purpose. Also we need each other's strengths be-
cause

the clearest vision of the future comes only from an intuitive, the most practical re-
:dism only from a sensing type, the most incisive analysis only from a thinker, and the
most skillful handling of people only from a feeling type. Success for any enterprise
demands a variety of types, each in the right place (Myers, 1962 5)

The differences in approach become patterns for us and tend to affect
all aspects of our personal and professional behavior Since people see and
think about the world differently, it is not surprising, Jung concluded, that
patterns of be;tavior will be different for people who favor each type

Another dimension Jung described was the extent to which our behav-
ior is determined by our attitude toward the world. Jung said that many of us
operate comfortably and successfully by interacting with things external to
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usother people, experiences, situations. Others are most Interested in the
internal world of their own minds, hearts, and souls Jung described these
differences among people as extraversion and introversion. Again he said
every psychologically healthy human being functions in extraverted ways at
times and in Introverted ways at other times, but tends to develop patterns
that are most typical and most comfortable. Some of us like to test our
thoughts and ideas through talking or doing, until they become clearer to us.
Others like to mull over our thoughts and our actions, reflecting upon them
until they become m ire valid for us. Those of us who tend toward extraver-
sion often think aloudor think with our mouths open. Those of us who
operate more comfortably in an introverted way are often pensive, reflec-
tive, and slow to act because we aren't ready to translate internal thoughts to
the external world.

Jung found that the four functions of sensation, intuition, thinking, and
feeling will be expressed differently by those with extraverted preferences
and those with introverted preferences. An extraverted feeling person
would be outwardly emotional and expressive, whereas an Introverted feel-
ing person would be reflective and private about emotions, but both would
base a final, and successful, decision on the subjective aspects of an issue.
Again, Jung w?s careful to describe the equality of both extraversion and in-
troversion But he also recognized the problems that may arise when people
of opposite of expression communicate and work together

These :our functions and two types of expression provide the basis for
Jung's descriptions of human behavior He believed that we are each born
with a tendency toward a particular pattern and that change in human be-
havior, while possible, is a very slow process He believed that growth and
maturity allow us to develop our own strengths and also to understand other
approaches to life

AppEacatIons of Jung's Theory

Carl Jung's theories have been adopted and applied by a variety of re-
searchers throughoi this century. When his book was translated Into Eng-
lish in the 1920s, Katharine Briggs became interested in the concepts as they
applied to her family and the people she knew well. She and her daughter,
Isabel Briggs Myers, explored Jung's theories with their family and friends.
They became convinced that Jung's work had wide application and tremen-
dous potential for increasing human understanding. Seeing the need for
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personal understanding of the theories, they developed an instrument that
would permit people to learn about their own type Originally piloted in the
1940s, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, the MBT:, has become a well-known
and well-respected psychological instrument. Through forced-choice ques-
tions and word pairs, people are able to measure their own balance of intu-
ition versus sensation, of thinking versus feeling, and of extraversion versus
introversion

As Briggs and Myers worked with Jung's theories, they became con-
vinced of another Important dimension They believed there is a preference
in each individual for the judging function or the perceptive function There-
fore, they added another continuum to their instrument. The desire to be
open-ended and to understand life is labeled "P" for perception, and the de-
sire to bring closure and to regulate life is labeled "J" for judgment. Thus
their final instrument Includes four continua; the combination of the four
continua scores produces 16 different types. (See Figure 3 )

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is used extensively by human-resource
professionals in industry, by psychologists, by counselors, by those in reli-
gious life, and more recently by educators interested in its application to
teaching and learning There are many publications reporting extensive re-
search, some dealing with education Gordon Lawrence's (1982) book, Peo-
ple 7jpes and Tiger Stripes, A Practical Guide to Learning Styles, sugg:nts
practical applications for teachers

Figure 3. Myers-Briggs Dimensions and Types

Extraversion (E) Introversion (I)

Sensing (5) Intuition (N)

Thinking (T) Feeling (F)

Judgment (1) Perception (P)

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INT)

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ BF/ ENFJ ENTJ
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In the 1970s psychologists David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates (1978) de-
scribed their experience with the MBTI in a book called Please Understand
Me, Character and Temperament Types They made another adaptation when
they simplified the 16 labels into four basic temperaments by clustering the
dimensions. They named these temperaments after the Greek gods Apollo
(intuition and feeling), Prometheus (intuition and thinking), Epimetheus
(sensing and judging), and Dionysus (sensing and perceiving) From Keir-
sey and Bates' basic temperament descriptions, Keith Go lay (1982), an edu-
cator, developed applications for the classroom, which are described in his
book, Learning Patterns and Temperament Styles

Another application ofJung's work has been made in industry by a man-
agement consultant named Paul Mok. Working with the four functions of
sensing, intuiting, thinking, and feeling, Mok described communication pat-
terns associated with each function. His work focuses on the importance of
understanding these communication patterns in relating to clients, in work-
ing effectively as management teams, and in diverse applications such as
marketing, sales, and personnel work.

With his model as a basis, two educators, Anita Simon and Claudia By-
ram (1977), identified the importance of communication patterns for teach-
ers working with students, parents, administrators, and with each other. In
their book, You've Got to Reach 'Em to Teach Em, they describe the impor-
tance of knowing one's own style, of knowing how to style-flex, and of apply-
ing a knowledge of students' styles to instruction, discipline, parent confer-
encing, motivation, rewards, and evaluation.

The continuing work of these and other researchers and practitioners
makes the original theories of Carl Jung important and practical for educa-
tors to understand and use

Communicating with Style

What happens at a school when people recognize differences in style
and are willing and able to deal with them' First and foremost, diversity of
human personality is accepted as the norm Administrators, teachers, stu-
dents, and parents are expected to be different When we expect people to
be different, we tune into people's assumptions about issues, pr 131ems, and
questions. We ask "How would Dale approach thisa" "What will David think
about this?" "How would Jane solve this problem?" "What would be best for
this student?"
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Perhaps more importantly, we stop the futile search for the one right an-
swer to issues and problems in education. There cannot be one best way to
run schools, a right way to design a report card or a teacher evaluation, a
best reading text for every student, a best physical design for a classroom, or
of course, a best way to teach. When we accept d:versity as the norm we rec-
ognize that things that work extremely well for some students, for some
teachers, and for some administrators will not necessarily work best for oth-
ers. This is a fundamental change in thinking It is a change that leads us to
celebrate and use the diversity within schods rather than to ignore or at-
tempt to eliminate it. Roland Barth (1980) described this challenge in the
story of his job as principal of a public elementary school

Diversity is abundant and free Used wisely, deliberate; and constructively, It of-
fers an untapped, renewable resource available to the public schools We should
learn to use it well (p 16)

Perhaps one of the most important applications of style awareness in
the human-relations area is the self- knowledge that we gain by recognizing
our own perspective on the world. We begin to consciously identify cur
strengths, and use the skills they give us. At the same time we can identify
our weaker areas and recognize the Importance of compensating for them
through changes in our own behavior or collaboration with other people.
Developing self-awareness without the judgmental labels of "right" or
"wrong" or "best" or "better" can bring us a positive sense of self-esteem.
As professional educators we can respect the variety of approaches that our
colleagues bring to the teaching/learning situation, learn from them, but at
the same time be comfortable with the skills our own strengths give us.
Teachers and administrators i 1 9ur classes and workshops often say that the
best part of learning about style is knowing that "I'm OK!"

In schools where diversity is accepted as the norm znd where the belief
that people are different is taken seriously, conscious style-flexing is prac-
ticed every day. Style-flexing implies knowing not only our own style but our
Impact on others. As a person with a strong thinking pattern, for example, I
have to know that some people see me as too attentive to detail, too bogged
down in nitty-gritty facts, and as very slow to come to decisions. While I
value my accuracy and exactness, another person may see me as being ex-
tremely fastidious and picayune. Whi'..t I value my thorough planning, an-
other person may see me as being rigid. While I value my objectivity and
control over emotion, another person may see me as cold and impersonal
Knowing that differences in style affect not only my own behavior but also
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how others see me helps me understand how to better communicate with
people When i know I am having a certain impact on others I can become
conscious of how to relate positively to them This Involves knowing their
needs

For example, as a dominant-thinking administrator talking to a sensing
teacher about a child with a special need, I can get to the point early on in
the conversation by giving him or her the conclusion I tvve reached and
then asking the teacher to listen to my reasoning behind It I can talk to the
feeling teacher by focusing on the emotional impact on the child, and then
ask him or her to examine the data I used to arrive at my decision I can talk
to the intuiting teacher by first asking for his or her suggestions and Ideas
and then together examining the data I have compiled

When I understand the styles of others, I can use my own and others'
strengths to work together for the best results What this implies, of course,
is some modification of my own behavior but not necessarily a change in my
basic beliefs or philosophy It is a conscious adaptation of my behavior in or-
der to facilitate positive communication

Another example of style-flexing at work is at a conference between an
administrator, a teacher, and a parent to address the Issue of whether to re-
tain a child in the same grade for the next school year Assume that the par-
ent exhibits a strong feeling style and focuses on the emotional effect this
decision will have on the child When the patent comes from this perspec-
tive, it will not be helpful for the teacher to refer to the grade book and go
through a careful analysis of the child's marks on the quizzes and exams
Nor will it be helpful for the administrator to pull out the SAT scores and
show curves illustrating the child's standing in relation to the rest of the
class What the parent most needs is to discuss the emotional impact the de-
cision is going to have on the child Both the teacher and administrator can
help the parent focus on the academic areas as they relate to the child's emo-
tional well-being Comments such as, "It must be hard for Trisha to have to
struggle academically," and Trisha often seems to feel tense during quizzes
in class" are going to be much more appropriate and helpful than comments
that directiy relate to the objective data

In this example, the best decision for the child will be made when the
parent, the teacher, and ill:: administrator communicate positively. The child
will benefit by the collective wisdom of these people wit'. their different
perspectives on the problem The decision to retain a child should include
an analytical review of achievement as well as consideration of the emotional
Impact
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND COMMUNICATION

In this kind of situation, and the many greater and smaller ones that oc-
cur every day in schools, an understanding of the diversity of human nature
and an acceptance of It as the norm can result in a cooperative attitude to-
ward decisions and problems. Schools that celebrate diversity among people
will be able to use this strength to produce effective learning
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4. Supervision and
Evaluation

Witkin's Field-Dependence-
Independence

A trifling matter, and fussy of me, but we all
have our little ways.

Eeyore to Pooh
A. A. Milne

The House At Pooh Corner

"Good job, Kathy," Barney Quinn, the principal, comments after drop-
ping in on Kathy's language-arts class

Later that day, Kathy is talking with her friend and fellow teacher, Gor-
don "Good job! Can you imagine? What kind of comment is that? And he
just dropped in! I wonder if he thinks this will count as an official obser-
vation?"

"Relax, Kathy" Gordon responds, '`that's Barneyhe often drops in
It's his way of keeping in touch I like those visits, they take the pressure off
the 'official' observations. Be complimented that he said 'Good job!' He
means it."

WHEN TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS TALK ABOUT SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION,

they bring their own set of values to these concepts. For some administrators
supervision and evaluation are ongoing functions related to all their inter-
actions with staff. These administrators feel that their role as instructional
leaders includes a pervasive, low-key, continual supervision of staff. Other
administrators pride themselves on the separation of evaluation from other
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SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION

Interactions with staff. 1 hey carefully schedule evaluative observations and
stick to specific objective criteria. In the final analysis, various approaches to
supervision and evaluation will work if the administrator is skilled at what-
ever approach he or she takes. But the approachthe style will elicit a dif-
ferent reaction from different staff, as illustrated above with Kathy and Gor-
don's comments.

Teachers, too, bring their own styles to issues of supervision and evalu-
ation. Some prefer the casual drop-in approach, others want a formal sched-
ule. Some value specific criteria in a checklist form. Others rebel at this ap-
proach, asking, "How could those lists capture the real strengths of my
teaching?"

Again, the issue is not one of right or wrong but a matter of style. If
teachers want an administrator to drop in regularly to get a sense of the pos-
itive climate of their classes, which they work hard to develop, that will be
more important than the comments about an observation of a specific math
lesson. But a teacher who feels that specific instructional skills are the most
important indication of competency will want the administrator to formally
evaluate a lesson. Comments about the students' relationships with each
other in this class will simply not be as important.

Administrators and teachers need to be aware of these style differences
in approaches to, and expectations of, supervision and evaluation. To dis-
cuss a specific example, we will focus on the cognitive style dimension of
field-dependence-independence described by the :ate Herman P. Witkin and
his colleagues. As you read, remember that other style models could as eas-
ily be applied to this important area and that the Witkin model has many ap-
plications to other areas of education.

Field-Dependence-IndependenceHerman A. Witkin

Can you find this Isolated figure

in this more complex figure?

It takes some people as little as three seconds to perform the task, while
others, with similar intelligence, search for several minutes and cannot lo-
cate the isolated figure. What about you?
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People vary in their abilities to differentiate objects from their back-
grounds This difference in perception can be extreme A highly differen-
tiated, field-independent person will succeed quickly no matter how diffi-
cult the problem, whereas an extremely field- dependent person often needs
to have the figure pointed out. Most of us lean toward one or the other of
these poles, we differ in the time it takes us to complete the task and the
complexity of problems we are able to solve. This perceptual characteristic
of field dependency, originally labeled cognitive style, has been linked to
learning, teaching, and many other behaviors

The above figure, and others like it, are included in the Group Embed-
ded Figures Test (Oltman et al., 1971), which is derived from the work of
Herman Witkin. In the latter half of the 1940s, Witkin and his associates be-
gan exploring distinctive perceptual characteristics among people. The re-
searchers were interested in knowing to what extent a person's perception
of an item was influenced by the context ("field") in which it appeared. In
other words, were there people who saw the tree while others saw the for-
est?

Early in his work, Witkin sought to determine why some pilots became
disoriented and actually Clew their planes upside down when they lost sight
of the ground. In order to assess a person's perception of his or her own ori-
entation in space, an experiment was devised in which the subject was
seated in a moving chair, which was to be brought to true upright regardless
of the slant of a small "room" surrounding the chair. Similar experiments
were conducted in which the subject was to locate a rod upright in the space
of a frame Both rod and frame could be tilted independently and were
lighted while surrounding darkness eliminated other visual distractions.

These and other experiments led Witkin and iris associates to define
two extreme indicators of the extent to which the surrounding organized
field influences an observer's perception of an item within it. A person with
a field-dependent (FD) mode of perception is strongly influenced by the pre-
vailing field, while the field-independent (FI) person experiences items as
more or less separate from the surrounding field Thus the field- indepen-
dent person is successful in attaining a correct upright placement of the
chair and the rod in the above experiments by ignoring the surrounding
room or frame. A field-dependent person, however, will align the chair on
the rod more in relationship to the external clue (room or frame) and insist
that it is upright. Most subjects tested scored along a continuum from Fl to
FD, tending toward one or the other pole.

Later, Witkin expanded his studies into different aspects of personality.
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He explored what the people clustering together near each pole have in
common Can people.: with FD and Fl perception be expecteC_ to have certain
consistent characteristics? Over time, Witk:n and his associates became con-
vinced that the field-dependence-independence dimension influences one's
perceptual and intellectual domains as well as personality traits such as so
cial behavior, body concept, and defenses. The results of more than 35 years
of research, providing a rich and useful font of information, are compiled in
bibliographies Listing over 2,000 studies (Witkin et al., 1973).

Since Witkin's concern was primarily psychological research, educators
have to examine his work thoughtfully to develop ways it can be properly ap-
plied to the educational setting. A solid research base exists for the field -de-
pendent- independent concepts, but a wider knowledge and application of
Witkin's work within educational circles is lacking. Witkin recognized the
importance of his research for educators and prepared an extensive article
on this aspect of his work (Witkin et al , 1977). We compiled information
from this article and adapted it for educational applications in the descrip-
tions of learners in Figure 4 and of teachers in Figure 5, pages 30-31.

Diagnosis of adults and students for field-dependence-independence is
now possible. th validated paper-and-pencil instrumentation. One of these
Instruments, it. Embedded Figures Test (Witkin, 1969), is administered in-
dividually and takes about 30 minutes. Another instrument that has been
widely used is the Grc ip Embedded Figures Test mentioned above This in-
strument is valid for ages 11 and above and can be administered to a group
in 20 minutes There is also a childrtn's vci sion of the instrument for
youngsters between the ages of five and ten (Karp and Konstadt, 1971), and
a preschool version for children three to five years (Coates, 1972)

Witkin's work has a variety of messages for educators His studies have
consistently demonstrated cognitive styles to be independent of intelligence,
and thus "field-dependence-independence appears to be more related to the
'how' than to the 'how much' of cognitive function" (Witkin et al , 1977:24).
Since cognitive style is neutral, both field-dependent and ;field- independent
people, iccording to studies, make good students and good teachers. How-
ever, since style does affect success in specific kinds of situations, as illus-
trated in the chart, educators must be sensitive to style-related demands in
teaching and learning.

In offering advice to educators for responding to cognitive style differ-
ences, Witkin urges us to consider the advantages of both matching and mis-
matching. He points out that the "development of greater diversity in behav-
iors within individuals seems as important an objective as the recognition
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Figure 4. Flow Students Learn

Field Dependence

Perceive globally

Experience in a global fashion, adhere to
structures as given

Make broad general distinctions among
concepts, see relationships

Have a social orientation to the world

Learn material with 'octal content best

Attend best to material relevant to own
experience

Seek externally defined goals asst
reinforcements

W2,u Jrganization to be provided

More affected by criticism

Use spectator approach to concept
attainment

Field Independence

Perceive analytically

Experience in an articulated fashion,
impose structure or restrictions

Make specific concept distinctions, see
little overlap

Have an impersonal orientation to the
world

Learn social material only as an
intentional task

Interested in new concepts for their own
sake

Have self-defined goals and
reinforcements

Can sea-structure situations

Less affected by criticism

Use hypothesis testing approach to attain
concepts

and the utilization of diversity amcrg individuals" (1977.53) Ultimately, he
wants knowledge of field-dependence-independence to contribute to the
teachers' and students' abilities to use their own style strengths and then (!c-
velop more diverse strategies to facilitate success in learning

Style-Sensitive Supervision

What does this mean in terms of supervision and evaluation? As we've
studied personality characteristics associated with Witkin's style patterns
and talked with teachers and administrators about their styles, we've been
able to develop some generalizations about supervision and evaluation. Fig-
ure 6 represents some typical expectations that teachers of different styles
have for administrators, and Figure 7 (p. 32) identifies some general con-
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Figure 5. How Teachers Teach

Field Dependence

Strong in establishing a warm and
personal learning environment,
emphasize personal aspects of instruction

Prefer teaching situations that allow
interaction and discussion with students

Use questions to check on student
learning following instruction

More student-c% itered

Field Independence

Strong in organizing and guiding student
learning, emphasize cognitive aspect of
instruction

Prefer impersonal teaching methods such
as lecture and problem solving

Use questions to introduce topics and
following student answers

More teacher-centered

Prov,de less feedback, avoid negative Give specific corrective feedback, use
evaluation negative evaluation

cerns about evaluation. As with all dichotomous lists, there is seldom a pure
fit, but most people identify more with one style than the other

What happens in a school that attends to style in the areas of supervi-
sion and evan n2 First and foremost, the people involved understand
each other in a more realistic and profound way A teacher, for example,

Figure 6. What Teachers Expect From An Administrator

Field Dependence

To give warmth, personal interest, support

To provide guidance, to model

To seek their opinions .n making
decisions

To like them

To have an open door

To "practice what they preach"

To use tones and body language to
support words

Field Independence

To focus . .1 tasks

To allow independence and flexibility

To make decisions based on analysis of
the problem

To be knowledgeable about curriculum
and instruction

To maintain professional distance

To be professionally experienced in
apr ropriate content areas

To give messages directly and articulately
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Figure 7. How Teachers Want to be Evaluated

Field Dependence

With un emphasis on class "climate,"
interpersonal relationships, and quality of
student-teacher interaction

With a narrative report and personal
discussion

With consideration of student and parent
,omments

With credit for "effort" and for trying

Field Independence

With an emphasic on accuracy of
content, adherence to learning obiectives
and assessment of learnings

With a specific list of criterki

With consideration of academic
achievement and test scores

With evidence and facts to support
comments

knows "where an administrator is coming from" when he or she says "good
job A principal hears a teacher's "Just drop in any time" with a deeper un-
derstanding This mutual awareness can help focus the supervisory and
evaluative process on professional growth

At the same time, awareness of style w:II help educators respond to
each other's needs in evaluation and supervision An administrator will un-
derstand that some teachers need specific time commitments for evaluative
visits and clear objective criteria. Others on the staff may want .1rid need a
more casual observation schedule with more focus on the less taro ible as-
pects of teaching, such as climate, student relationships, and Dt wanon.
When administrators and teachers understand each other's neec:, -y can
use the supervisory process to take advantage of each o filer's strengths.

Understanding style in relationship to supervisloi, can help administra-
tors and teachers accept the value of multiple alter; i for evaluation They
can consciously focus on the objective parts of in' ruction and currk:ulurn
and on the more subjective affective art..ar. At the same time, wise adminis-
trators and teachers will encourage diversity in the methods that are used in
supervision and evaluationseeking opportunities for clinical supervision,
for peer coaching among staff, for objective-based checklists, and for narra-
tive reports. In his recent proposal for chile entiavxl supervision, Allan
Glatthorn (1984) urges that "Teachers should have some choice about the
kind of supervision they receive :n contrast to the situation that prevails in
most schools" (p 1).

Finally, supervision and evaluation that actively consider individual
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needs of the people involved can result in professional growth rather than
being just tasks to be gotten through. It ts always easier to accept suggestions
from those with whom we share mutual respect. If we hear another's com-
ments from the perspective of a different set of values, it is difficult to inter-
nalize them for our own growth. On the other hand, when someone seems
to "understand me," I am more willing to accept his or her perspective. This
openness helps me to listen, so that I really hear and can incorporate the
suggestions in my professional work.

Educators who value individual differences must model that value in re-
lationships with each other Teachers and administrators who respect each
others' styles can help one another to improvc through the supervisory pro-
cess
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5. Teaching Style
Gregorc's Mediation Abilities

Understanding one's own magical mystery is
one of the teacher's most important assets if
he is to understand that everyone is thus
differently equipped.

Buckminster Fuller

The Schimmels have just moved to town, and today they are visiting the
local elementary school their children will be attending The principal, Mr.
Areglado, has welcomed them and given them a schedule for their various
classroom visitations. After several hours they return to his office, feeling
generally positive about the school but somewhat confused about the teach-
ing differences they saw in the classrooms. They ask Mr. Areglado to tell
them a little bit more about the school.

He begins by explaining that the basic philosophy of the school is to
meet the needs of all children and to provide the best programs possible to
help each child succeed. The Schimmels couldn't agree more, but why then
did they see such different things going on in the classrooms? "Aren't there
some basic rules about good teaching that guide the school?" "Yes, of
course," Mr Areglado answers and then adds that the school believes in re-
specting and, as a matter of fact, encouraging diversity among its teaching
staff This diversity leads to a greater ability to meet the needs of the individ-
ual students who attend the school, he says "Let me tell you about some of
the teachers to give you an example," Mr Areglado begins.

''Mrs. R. is the senior member of our staff She has been teaching here
for mot; than 20 years She's warm, personable, and caring, and these
qualities are immediately apparent in her relationships with the children
and in the atmosphere she sets in her classroom. She personalizes her cur-
riculum by responding to the interests of her students and sharing her own
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interests Children and parents respond enthusiastically to her as a persii
and children are successful in her room

'Mr. D across the hall Is one of the newest teachers on our staff He is
a very active, project-oriented person He has a lot of hobbies and is very
skilled with his hands He'll often build curriculum materials for the chil-
dren to use, and he encourages them to do active projects to express their
learning He has a marvelous ability to make abstract ideas realistic for
children and to relate learning to their everyday lives. Parents wen find
themselves roped into projects to help him and the children work on curric-
ulum The bottom (me, of course, is that through active involvement in pro-
jects, children are developing their skills.

'Down the hall you visited our team-teaching classroom Mrs S and
Miss.! have been working together for ,." t. past three years They enjoy this
arrangement because they find that sharing the curriculum gives them an
opportunity to become more or less experts in a few areas Miss I handles
all of the reading, and she's marvelous at bringing a variety of approaches
to helping the children learn to read Several years ago she finished her
master's degree in reading, and she continues to update herself regularly
by taking courses at the local university I've seen some children gain sev-
eral years in their reading skills under her guidance Mrs S is equally en-
thusiastic about mathematics She has a marvelous ability to make children
excited about math skills as well as concepts Best of all, of course, these two
teachers plan the curriculum together, and they use their skills to comple-
ment each other

"I could go on about all of the other members of the staff The point,
Mr and Mrs Schimmel, is that we have a very strong, but very diverse staff
Our parents have come to enjoy that aspect of our school, and they look
forward to their children having different approaches as they move through
the grades Why don't you tell me a little bit more about your children and
what you hope for them so that I can recommend an appropriate place-
ment?"

CAN THE ABOVE SCENARIO WORK? CAN A SCHOOL SUCCESSFULLY EDUCATE CHIL-

dren by allowing and even encouraging a great deal of diversity among its
staff? Is it possible that having a diversity of teaching styles might actually he
the best way to run a school? Roland Barth (1980), one principal who be-
lieves so, has described his experiences in his book, Run School Run "I
have found that when teachers are teaching in ways consonant with their
own personal style and professional philosophy, both they and their students
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appear to benefit" (p. 15).
When we accept that people are really different, we must also accept

that teachers will certainly bring their own uniqueness to the way tney teach
We call this "teaching style" The personality of each individual and unique
teacher will be reflected in his or her professional behavior. We will see dif-
ferences in the way teachers relate to students. We will see differences in
how teachers structure and manage their classrooms. We will see differ-
ences in the mood and tone that teachers set in their classrooms. We will see
differences in the methods and materials teachers use to help students learn.
We will see differences in curriculum interests and emphases. We will see
differences in expectations for student work and in teachers' priorities and
strategies for evaluation of student learning. All of these are manifestations
of the teacher's individual style

Teaching style governs the reality of the classroom. No two teachers will
use a program or text in exactly the same way. Each teacher personally
makes the curriculum come alive for students. The individual teacher con-
veys attitudes toward content and processes John Gciodlad (1984) calls the
teacher "coach, quarterback, referee, and even rule-maker" (p. 108). In his
extensive study of schools he found that

The classroom is indeed the teacher's domain, and here, according to our dit
teachers perceive themselves to be quite autonomous Our teachers saw themselw.
to be in control of what they taught, and how Approximately two-thirds of the
teachers at all levels perceived that they had complete "control in their selection of
teaching techniques and students' learning activities (pp 188-189).

When we accept that teaching styles exist and that the individual teacher
has a great deal of autonomy, we then have to make a decision to encourage
or discourage individual styles, to encourage diversity or encourage uni-
formity We need to decide when teachers need to be similar and when they
can be different. When making this decision, it is important to remember
the previous comments about the difference between style and competence
There certainly are specific identifiable teaching competencies. Effective
teachers need to have clear purposes and objectives. They need to be able to
use effective instructional methods and techniques, to motivate and support
students in appropriate ways, to monitor instruction, and to assess and eval-
uate the effectiveness of the learning. The question of teaching style is
whether it is possible, and even desirable, for teachers to exhibit these
teaching competencies in a variety of individual ways

In Ted Sizer's (1984) report on high schools, he describes three differ-
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ent successful teachers and attributes their success to their judgment, which
he sees as an extension of their personalities. "One visits classes and some-
times see experts, each with his or her own special style," he notes (p. 153).
Sizer concludes his study with a number of imperatives for better schools.
The first is: "Give room to teachers and students to work and learn in their
own, appropriate ways" (p. 214).

To look at a specific example of teaching style, we will discuss the work
of Anthony Gregorc. Again, Gregorc's work is one example of a way to un-
derstand teaching style. We could apply the same principles and comments
about teaching style to the work of other researchers and use Gregorc's
model in other areas of education.

Mediation AbilitiesAnthony F. Gregorc

Gregorc says that his interest in style emanated from an understanding
of his own comfort and discomfort in a variety of jobs he held in education
as a teacher, administrator, and college professor He also considered his
practical experiences with students in a high school for exceptional chil-
dren, where he and the staff observed an unevenness in children's suc-
cesses The subjective personal experiences and objective professional ex-
periences led Gregorc to identify and examine the notion of individual
differences in an applied and philosophical way. Throughout his work, this
balance of the practical, the philosophical, and the psychological is always
apparent. It brings depth to his model. For Gregorc, the style reflected in our
behavior is an indication of the qualities of our mind. He thus identifies style
patterns in the context of total view of life, which he calls the "Organon Sys-
tem

the primary purpose of We is to realize and actualize one's individuality,
spirituality, and collective humanness The ORGANON System is an organized
viewpoint of how and why the human mind functions and manifests itself through
the human personality lit studies] two mediation abilities of the mind perception
and ordering (Gregorc, 1982, p v, emphasis in original)

When we perceive, our mind has a tendency to "see" things in a mental,
symbolic, intuitive, and emotional way and to "see" things in a realistic, di-
rect, physical way These different kinds of perception, abstract or concrete,
describe opposite ends of a continuum

Abstract Concrete
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Every person is capable of using abstract and concretz perception, but
we each have a tendency to prefer one over the other

The mind also exhibits an ability to order Information, knowledge,
ideas and concepts Sometimes It orders things in a linear, step-by-step, and
methodical way. At other times, It orders in a nonlinear, tangential and leap-
ing way These two kinds of ordering, sequential or random, form opposite
ends of a continuum

Sequential Random

While every person is able to use both sequential and random ordering,
we each have a tendency to prefer arid to operate most frequently and most
successfully with one kind of ordering.

Combining both perception and ordering, Gregorc identifies four dis-
tinct patterns of style. Some people will perceive in a concrete way and or-
der with a sequential pattern, thus exhibiting a Concrete .5equenttal (CS)
style. 0':hers will perceive in an abstract way arid then order sequentially, re-
sulting in an Abstract Sequential (AS) style. Some will perceive in a concrete
way and then order what has been perceived in a random way, producing
the Concrete Random (CR) style And finally, those who perceive in an ab-
stract way and order randomly will be identified as having an Abstract Ran-
dom (AR) style

"The Gregorc Style Delineator" (Gregorc, 1982) is a self-analysis tool
designed to assess a person's perceptual and ordering-mediation abilities.

Fig. 8

CR

CS

AR

AS
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Sets of words are ranked, and a numerical score is obtained for each of the
four patterns. The scores are then plotted on a grid that produces a four-
pointed shape. Strong preference for one style over the other three will pro-
duce a very dramatic point toward that part of the grid.

The resulting visual picture of the relationship of the four style scores
is very effective in helping us to keep in mind that there will always be an
interaction of different stylistic characteristics in our behavior. A person with
a dominant AS style and a strong CS back-up style would have a profile simi-
lar to that shown in Fig. 8.

Mediadon Abilities and Teaching Style

Kathleen Butler (1984), a colleague of Gregorc, offers a comprehensive
definition of teaching style.

Each teacher brings a unique self to the classroom The strength of our personal
goals, expressed through natural style, pulls in a fairly consistent direction and cre-
ates our view of what teaching can and should be Teaching style is a set of attitudes
and actions that open a formal and informal world of learning to students It is a
subtle force that influences student access to learning and teaching by establishing
perimeters around acceptable learning procedures, processes, and products The
powerful force of the teacher's attitude toward students as well as the instructional
activities used by the teacher shape the learning/teaching operierue and require of
the teacher and student certain mediation abilities and capacities Thus, the man-
ner in which teachers present themselves as human beings and receive learners as
human beings is as influential upon the students' lives and learning as the daily
activities in the classroom (pp 51- 52, emphasis in original)

Let us look at how the mediation abilities described in Gregorc's model
will he reflected Ina teacher's style A teacher who prefers concrete percep-
tion and sequential ordering will exhibit the Concrete Sequential style in his
or her teaching This teacher will be practical, will use hands-on learning ex-
periences, plan field-trips, enjoy projects, and have a variety of manipulative
materials available in the classroom When parents, like the Schimmels at
the beginning of the chapter, visit this teacher's classroom, they will see a
utilitarian environment with schedules, fire-drill procedures, and the daily
bulletin posted. Students will be expected to be task-oriented and to com-
plete their work by showing all the steps. The CS teacher will appreciate spe-
cific order and routines and will manage the classroom in a structured and
logical way These teachers have special abilities to make school practical,
realistic, predictable and secure for students
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When a teacher perceives in an abstract way and then orders sequen-
tially; he or she will have an Abstract Sequential teaching style Teachers who
prefer this style will apply their logical and sequential reasoning to abstract
ideas and to symbols, theories, and concepts. They will encourage students
to be analytical, to evaluate what they are learning, and to support their
ideas with logical evidence and data When the Schimmel family visits this
teacher's class, they might see students doing research in an impersonal,
structured setting These teachers have a deep respect for depth of knowl-
edge and expertise and will expect students to exhibit good study skills.
Gathering accurate information is very important for learning in their class-
rooms, and there will be many abstract resources available, especially
books cot- students to use These teachers are wonderful at encouraging stu-
dents to be intellectually curious and to rigorously build a broad base of
knowledge

When a teacher perceives in an abstract way but then orders randomly,
he or she will have an Abstract Random teaching style Teachers who prefer
this style rely on personal understanding of curriculum and content They fo-
cus on individual students, their interests, and their needs, and they design
the classroom experiences in a very child-centered way They respond per-
ceptively to the moods and tones of the class and behave spontaneously
when something of interest to themselves or the students occurs They enjoy
artistic and creative activities, projects, and materials When the Schimmels
visit this classroom, they will see children's work displayed and colorful
mood-setting posters reflecting the teacher's and students' interests These
teachers see their job as educating the whole child. They strive to develop
esteem and self-confidence and require students to cooperate and share.
They make the content in the classroom personal and seek to suit the curric-
ulum to the individual as much as possible They focus on relationships by
teaching knowledge and skills through themes. These teachers are often in-
spiring and help students bring joy and enthusiasm to learning

Finally, when a teacher perceives in a concretr_ way and orders ran-
domly, he or she will have a Concrete Random teaching style Teacher' who
prefer this style emphasize practical, realistic work but want it expressed in
original and creative ways They encourage students to invent and problem
solve by producing products that are both useful and original. These teach-
ers are active, enthusiastic, flexible, and spontaneous in the classroom. They
are resourceful, use a variety of methods, change often, and, of course, pro-
mote active student involvement They love to experiment, and they encour-
age students to make choices, think for themselves, and ask "Why?" When
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the Schimmels visit, they will see a busy environment without an immedi-
ately apparent order, and with a variety of students' work in various stages of
completion. These teachers "challenge students to move beyond given
knowledge and traditional learning to discover new ideas and products for
theinselve3" (Butler, 1984, p 107). They are wonderful catalysts, encouraging
both students and fellow staff members to view learning as a constantly chal-
i.friging adventure.

Within each of these descriptions of teaching styles there would be in-
dividual diversity, because each teacher's primary style would be affected by
strengths in other style areas. Still, on a visit to almost any school, examples
can be found of each of these teaching styles.

Teaching With Style

Working with the concept of teaching style implies celebrating and us-
ing the diversity of teachers' differences. It means encouraging each teacher
to work with his or her strengths; actively using the diversity among the staff
in curriculum planning and schoolwide decision making; maintaining a bal-
ance of styles in staffing the school as a whole and in staffing individual de-
partments and grade levels, and respecting the notion of style in planning for
growth for individual teachers and for improvement in the school programs.

A school that celebrates diversity of teaching style will encourage CS
teachers in their practical structured approaches, will applaud AR teachers
for their personal warmth and spontaneity, will be grateful for the enthusi-
asm and experimentation of CR teachers, and will welcome the intellectual
rigor that AS teachers bring In such a school, decisions about programs and
organization will be made by using the strengths of these different styles

Curriculum committees will be formed to consciously maximize the di-
versity so that different perspectives will be brought to the final recommen-
dations and products. Teachers will be encouraged to learn from each other
while also respecting each other's differences. It will be accepted that stu-
dents will respond to teachers in different ways, and student placement will
take this into consideration. The value of matching a student with a like
teacher will be used when appropriate, but at the same time students will be
encouraged to grow and stretch by working with a teacher who is stylisti-
cally different from themselves

Specific teaching competencies will be defined, and teachers will be
encouraged to evaluate their competencies in light of their own styles
Growth will be expected from each teacher but without comparison with
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another person whose style is different. When each teacher, individually or
in conjunction with a supervisor, plans for personal growth, particular stylis-
tic strengths and potential problems will be a key focus The administrator
will work with each person to validate strengths, to plan for ways to mini-
mize weaknesses, and to develop new skills. CS teachers will be encouraged
to develop a higher tolerance for spontaneity and to avoid being too rigid
and inflexible in their expectations and structures. AS teachers will be
urged to make learning practical and to value emotional responses from stu-
dents. AR teachers will need to examine their potential for overpersonaliza-
tion of curriculum and relationships with students And the CR teachers will
be encouraged to maintain appropriate routines and respect proven tradi-
tions.

A school that uses and celebrates diversity in teaching style creates an
opportunity for all students to find their styles accommodated at some time
and in some classrooms. 'leachers will know that students can and do learn
in different ways because they will see their colleagues using a variety of
strategies to produce success for students. They also will be aware of the dif-
ferent models of teaching among each other enabling them to develop more
diverse teaching strategies. Parents will view the school as offering a variety
of options for their children and will also know through practical experi-
ence that children can and do learn from different teaching approaches.

Perhaps most importantly, because these teachers experience respect
for their own individuality, they will in turn feel comfortable to convey this
respect for uniqueness in their relationships with students
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6. Counseling
Dunn and Dunn's Learning

Style Elements

Try to see it my way,
Out, time will tell if I'm right or I am wrong,
While you see it your way,
There's a chance that we may fall spar' before
too long.
We can work it out,
We can w "rk it out.

--John Lennon and Paul McCartney

COUNSELING OFFICE, END OF FIRST QUARTER:

Susan is in your office because she is not aoing well in school. Not
doing well translates to a 1.3 grade point a-erage out of c. possible 4.0 She
is a bit tense, sitting and fidgeting. After hie preliminaries, you g.-t to the
crux of f the matter by asking Susan what she feels is causing tie difficulty
with her schoolwork

'1 have the ability, but I don't aptly myself" she replies
With this reply two things ma; . ,ice throw the counselor's mind. first,

Susan has been counseled before; and , end, she just said what you were
doing to say'

After reassuring her that what she said Is indeed .rue, you encourage
her to study harder and perhaps task about the need for good grades to
keep from closing off options in the future. Then you send -ler oack -> class.

COUNSELING OFFICE, END OF SECOND QUA"TER:

Susan is in your ffice because she is not doing well in school. Not
doing well translates to a 1.3 grade point average of a possible 4 0 She is a
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1.

bit tense, si::;:ng and fidgeting After the preliminaries, you get to the crux of
the matter by asking Susan what she feels is causing the difficulty with her
schoolwork

7 have the ability, but I don't apply myself," she replies
At this point tbe whole situation begins to seem vaguely familiar Once

more you reassure her that she does indeed have the ability, and you again
tell her to study harder. Only this time there is an ifk.ortant difference. You
say it louder and sloweralmost in the same way you would give direc-
tions to a person who has difficulty understanding the language you ere
speaking

ALTHOUGH THE ABOVE SCENARIO MAY OMETIMES BE ALL TOO REAL, IT IS MEANT TO

exaggerate what often transpires in the c.-unselor's office. How can we
change this pattern?

Knowledge of styles may offer a student like Susan some concrete ways
to Improve her learning efficiency It can help open up a dialogue with the
student and help her to view the counseioi- .is a part of a "learning team." It
can encourage students to take tentative first step3 toward accepting respon-
sibility for their learning. Knowing their individual styles will not make stu-
dents more intelligent, but by approaching learning more efficiently, stu-
dents can better cope with the demands of school by knowing how to
maximize the intellectual gifts available to them.

The researchers chosen for this application example are Rita and Ken-
neth Dunn. The reader is reminded that the work of any of the researchers
on style could appear in this section, just as the )unns' model can be used
effect', ,ly in other application areas.

Learning Style ElementsRita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn

Rita and Kenneth Dunn are pertlaps the best-known researchers of
learning styles. They publish widely in education journals, have written a
number of books, and present seminars on learning styles across the coun-
try.

The Dunns (197)a: 7 2scribe learning styles as "the manner in which
at least 18 different elements of four basic stimuli affect a person's ability to
absorb and to retain information, values, facts or concepts." The four basic
stimuli are environmental, emotional, sociological, and physical. The ele-
ments of each are illustrated in Figure 9.

In order to question the student for the above factors, the Dunns, work-
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Figure 9. Rita and Kennjh Dunn's Learning Style Elements

STIMULI ELEMENTS
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ing ra,.11 statistician. Gary Price, evolved a self-reporting instrument called
the Learning Styles Inventory (LSI). It is available in three different forms. for
grades 5-5; grades 6-12, and in an adult version, called the Productivity En-
vironmental Preference Survey (PEPS)

Administration of the instrument is straightforward and convenient.
The person taking the grade 6-12 LSI is given five possible choices in re-
sponsc each of 104 questions: the respondent may strongly disagree, dis-
agree, be unsure, agree, or strongly agree. Following are some sample ques-
tions from the grades 6-12 instrument:

1. I study best when it is quiet.
2 I like to make my parents happy by getting good grades
3. I like studying with lots of light
4 I like to be told exactly what to do
5 I concentrate best when I feel warm
The responses can he computer scored, and the resulting printout in-

dicates which of the elements are important factors in the person's learning.
With this convenient reference, a teacher can focus the leoziling style of each
student throughout the day and confi, m the inventory profile with observa-
tions of classroom behaviors.

In addition to the individual student profiles, the computer scoring ser-
vices can also provide the teacher with a group summary sheet. This allows
the classroom teacher to quickly determine those students in the class with
certain learning style preferences without having to examine each student s
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individual profile. Common class patterns will emerge, and the teat_1:-_sr can
adapt methods, physical environment, and groups to accommodate the stu-
dents. In one example, by referri ig to the group summary sheet, the teacher
can know which of the students need quiet as opposed to those who prefer
sound in the background as they learn. In another instance, if it is "always
the same students whc' are out of their seats," the teacher may find that those
are the students wk. show a preference for mobility. Likewise, the students
who are "always talking" may very well be those -hose LSI results indicate
a preference for learning in a team or with a peer.

With careful study of the Dunns' model a teacher can begin to devise
ways in which the individual needs of the students in the class can be rec-
ognized and acted upon. At the very least, knowing student.' learning pref-
erences can make the teacher more sensitive to the individual differences of
the people in the class. This increased sensitivity on the teacher's part will
make it easier for that teacher to view some student actionsfor example,
being out of their seatsas an expression of student ..xlividuality as it re-
lates to learning rather than as a threat to the teacher's authority or ability to
maintain classroom discipline. The teacher can then respond to the stu-
dent's behavior with a recognition that the action may be an expression of
how the student learns, and may then provide the student with a strategy that
responds to the student's individual preference.

Along with the valuable information provided about the idividual stu-
dent, the practicality and ease of the administration and scoring of the LSI
makes the Dunns' research appealing and has led to its wide use. Teachers
in many schools have received inser,-;;:e on the Dunns' model and, after ad-
ministering the LSI, have begun adapting their teaching in conjunction with
the results that the instrument generated. In one example, at O'Dea High
School in Seattle, the Dunns' research was used in the area of counseling.
Teachers, parents, and students were given inservice about learning styles.
The LSI was then administered to each of the students in the freshman class,
and the student profile was placed in each student's file and referred to as
necessary. Each freshman teacher received a group summary sheet, and
each student received a copy of the profile.

The Dunns complement the widespread application of their model with
continued research into the area of learning style. Rita Dunn is a professor
at St John's University, New York, and the school has become center for re-
search on styles. In a recent survey of the research (1982), she cites studies
confirming that

1. students can identify their own strong style preferences;
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2 teaching through learning styles Increases academic achievement and
thiproves students' attitudes toward school, and

3 learning style is often stable (. er time and consistent across subject
areas.

The Dunns were also instrumental in beginning the Learnt ag Styles
Netwch* Newsletter, a publication with articles concerning learning styles re-
search, applications, and re,--ews of books on styles The Newsletter provides
a forum for researchers and practitioners to report on implementation of
learning styles concepts in various parts of the country This reporting al-
lows the subscriber to get in contact with the people applying the styles con
cents and makes It possible to build on prior research

The Learning Style Center in St. John's University offers training and
materials designed to respond to student learning style differences. The
Dunns and their associates have developed Contract Activity Packages and a
variety of other resources for application in the classroom Their training
workshops guide teachers in diagnostic - prescriptive process to develop
strategies and materials for meeting needs of vat sous learners.

Counseling with Style

With the Dunns' profile of learning style, a counselor ha- something of
substance on which to base the meeting with the student who is not per-
forming well 'n school Studying the student's learning style printout prior to
meeting with the student, the counselor can prepare for the interview. For
example, the counselor could ask Susan (who "has the ability but doesn't ap-
ply herself') to describe how she studies when she has something Important
to learn She may respond that she sits at the desk her parents bought her
when she began high school and studies under a high- Intensity light for two
hours each evening, just prior to supper.

Reviewing her comput-..r printout beforehand may reveal that Susan
prefers Informal design (meaning she prefers to study on the floor, couch,
1-,-1, etc ) and likes dim lighting where she studies The LSI printout may
also reveal that Susan's best time to study may he the eveningafter sup-
perand not in the late afternoon, when she is currently hitting the books
Thus, through the process of studying the Dunns' instrument and inters &w-
ing the student, It is possible to Identify some things that may actually be in-
:libiting the student and things which, if done differently, may make Susan
more efficient with her studies. For example, .,1 ? may be a more efficient
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learner if she were to forsake the desk, high intensity light, and before-sup-
per sessions in order to study under low light while lying on the carpet
sometime after dinner.

Another Item that may emerge from Susan's profile is that she is not
persistent An experienced counselor with this information will realize that
a nonpersistent person cannot study for two straight hours each night. The
counselor may ask Susan to describe what she does for those two hours at
he: desk It is possible that Susan sk ill relate that she spends two hours in her
room studying, but as the conversation progresses she will begin to realize
that a good portion of the time is being spent in other activities, for example
reading magazines or writing notes to friends. In terns of prescription it
may be more reall.tic at this point to ask the nonpersistent Susan IC she
thinks she can study for 15 minutes, then take a break, and return some time
later for another 15 minutes. This may be practical for her and enable her to
begin to build on success, rather than having to deal with the frustration of
attempting to study an Impossible (for Susan) two hours in a row! The 15
minutes can be gradually expanded until Susan is studying in longer a:v.1
longer time spans

Susan's case is only one example of the application of information about
student learniqg styles in the counseling situation The counselor knows that
whatever Susan is doing is not w orking It doesn't help to tell her to study
harder and longer at her desk This suggestion has not worked in the past, 3.
evidenced by Susan's unimprove i grade-point awrage. Advice to de even
more of something teat rias not been successful, such as studying three
hours a night where two hours is not working, illustrates the "get a bigger
hammer" approach to learning problems It fails to respond to the individ-
ual differences that exist in each learner.

Knock ledge of learning styles -the Dunns' model in this example--can
provide guidelines for a systematic interview with the student and establish
a useful basis for counseling. The interview allows for fine tuning the results
of the Instrument by letting the student personally verify those results. It
helps remind the student that the information about style is neutral in terms
of Intelligence. The student also begins to discover that she knows how she
prefers to learn and thus can begin taking responsibility for her own prog-
ress.

Students enjoy .,alking about how they Ike to learn The problem is they
are rarely asked' Essentially, the stucient is discovering that she does not have
to learn like everybody else Making the student more comfortable with a
personal pattern of ka ning as well as responsible for becoming a more ef-
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ficient learner can help to release some of the tension the student feels and
pave the way for grade improvement
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7. Curriculum
McCarthy's 4MAT System

Instruction begins when you, the teacher, learn
fii:-.21 the learner, put yourself in his place so
that you may understand what he learns and
the w a y h e understands it . . .

Kierkegaard

Once upon a time in a town called Could It Happen, a young teacher
was hired to come and start a new school The school board asked this
teacher to design the curriculum.

IF YOU WERE THE TEACHER IN THIS SCENARIO, WHAT WOULD YOU PRESENT TO THE

school board? If we, as experienced educators, had an opportunity to design
a curriculum from scratch, where would we start, what would we do, how
would we build knowledge and skills, what would we consider important?

For most of us, such questions are tinswered by someone else, or at
least we assume they are, and therefore we often don't take an active role in
examining these issues. Let's put ourselves in the shoes of the young teacher
in this scenario and explore some curriculum questions

Curriculum Questions and Issues

What do we mean by curri "ulum? Do we mean the body of knowledge
that we teach and expect students to learn? Do we mean the management of
teaming? Do we mean the applications of knowledge? Do we mean all of the
above?

Curriculum issues truly do reflect diversity in thinking about schooling.
For some educators, and for some of the general public, curriculum is a
body of knowledge composed of facts, concepts, and skills that transmit so-
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cletal and cultural values These peop. out energy Into defining and de-
scribing what students need to know to be well-educated people and good
citizens For some other educators and members of the public, curriculum
should focus on the applicatioi of knowledge to develop the skills needed
for a successful professional and personal life. These people ask what learn-
el s are going to do with the knowledge that they gain and how will they ap-
ply their learnings? Still other people believe curriculum should mean the
skills needed to learn, it should be the process of learning to learn. For these
people schools should teach processes of finding out, discovering, develop-
ing insights, organizing ideas, thinking analytically, and -valuating informa-
tion. For these people curriculum should be designed to inspire a lov,... of
learning

While certainly these perspectives on curriculum are not mutually ex-
clusive, the emphasis on different beliefs is reflected in the variety of work
on curriculum and in practical decisions about content and process In a re-
view of the writing about curriculum, Decker Walker (1980) concludes that
curriculum is a diverse and varied area full of mixed opinions, values, pur-
poses, and content. "Practically everything known to humanity is relevant,
Importantly so, to the resolution of some curriculum problem . Curriculum
is clearly an iffy subiect.

Another important and pervasive Issue about curriculum is autonomy
and control Who makes the decisions, and who shall be accountable to
whom? mould the federal gov?.rnment be involved in setting national direc-
tions by deciding, for example, that there should be more vmphas on sci-
ence education in the elementary grades or foreign language skills among
high school students or computer literacy at all ages? Should a local com-
munity have the final decision about which books should be in the school li-
brary, which topics children study in social studies classes, and the number
of years of foreign language study are required for graduation,

Should professional educators, administrators, and teachers have the
most active role in the decision-making process? Should a local school staff
identify and decide upon the knowledge, skills, and process that will be em-
phasized in their building? Should students be permitted, or even encour-
aged, to have a say in what they learn? What role should the parents of stu-
dents have in deciding what their children will learn?

Other pervasive Issues in curriculum concern its organization and
management To what extent is the knowledge, the concepts, and the skills
organized in a linear building-block fashion? To what extent are themes and
relationships utilized to give meaning and context to learning? How much
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does a person need to know about something) Should a topic be studied in
depth, or 15 It better for learners survey an area in order to be well In-
formed and knowledgeable about a variety of things?

Should curriculum be organized with careful attention to child devel-
opment? Are students able to learn certain skills and information better at
certain ages?

These questions and others are Important and their answers not at all
straightforward or simple. Responses to these questions guide the everyday
practices in our schools, yet they are questions seldom asked by everyday
practitioners Much is taken for granted, and sometimes the buck is passed,
often to the textbook publishers If you had the opportunity that the young
teacher above has, what would you do? And for our purposes in this book,
how can the notion of individual styles guide us in some of these decisions?

To discuss these issues, thr chapter focuses on the work of Bernice
McCarthy and the 4MAT System of learning, styles Once again the reader is
reminded that McCarthy's work is only one example of a way to address style
and curriculum

The 41VIAT SystemBernice McCarthy

Bernice McCarthy is an experienced educator. She's taught various
grade levels and has been a counselor and a teacher educator Her own prac-
tical experience that students iearn in different ways led her to do research
on learning differences.

In 1979 she received a grant from the MacDonald Corporation to bring
together several of the leading researchers in learning styles and brain func-
tioning -om the exchange of Ideas among these experts she developed her
own apy each to defining and explaining Individual differences in learning.
She synthesized a variety of learning style models but settled on the work of
David Kolb as an umbrella descriptor of the learning process and the differ-
ent ways people lean

In the early 1970s, Kolb, a management expert from Case Western Re-
serve University, developed an experiential learning model He identified
two major dimensions of learning, perception, and processing, and said that
learning results from the way people perceive and then process what has
been perceived. He described two opposite kinds of perception. At one ex-
treme are people who perceive through concrete experience, and at the
other extreme are people who perceive through abstract conceptualization.
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Active
Experimentation

Figure 10. Kolb's Learning Style Dimensions

Concrete Experience

Abstract Conceptualization
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As he explored differences in processing, WI-, also found examples at
opposite ends of a continuum Some people Process through active experi-
mentation, while others process through reflective observation. The juxta-
position of the two ways of perceiving and the two ways of processing led
Kolb 'D describe a four-quadrant model of learning styles (see Figure 10)

Focusing on Kolb's work and integrating the work of other learning
style researchers, McCarthy described four types of learners In Kolb's up-
per- right-hand quadrant, Type One learners are those who perceive
through concrete experience and process through reflective observation.
The second quadrant, called Type Two learners, are those who perceive
through abstract conceptualization and process through reflective observa-
tion In Quadrant III are the Type Three learners, those who perceive
through abstract conceptualization and process through active experimen-
tation. In Quadrant IV are the Type Four learners, who perceive through
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concrete experience and process through active experimentation Each of
these learners, beciuse of individual differences in perception and process-
ing, develops a unique pattern to learning

Another area of study that fascinated McCarthy, and which she explored
further in the conference mentioned above, was research on brain function-
ing She was particularly interested --1 studies of hemisphericity and the find-
ings that the right hemisphere and the left hemisphere specialize in certain
kinds of tasks. This work led McCarthy to look carefully at each of her four
types of learners and to explore how the right and left hemisphere would
function for these unique learning styles The final result was the imposing
of the right and left specialization ofi each of the four learning styles, which
she calls the 4MAT System (see Figure 11)

'type One learners perceive in a concrete sensing/feeling way and pro-
cess in a reflective/watching way Their right hemisphere searches for per-
sonal meaning through an experience, and the left hemisphere seeks to un-

Active
Experimentation

Figure 11. McCarthy's 4MAT System

Concrete Experience

Abstract Conceptualization

Reflective
Observation
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derstand the experiencing by analyzing it In the effort to find p -onai
meaning, they often ask "\X'hy?" Type One learners must th ik about what
they personally value and care about; they must understand how learning
will affect them and how it relates to their beliefs, feelings, and opinions
These learners seek a reason for learning and knowing something

Type Tkvo learners perceive in an abstract and thinking way and again
process in a reflective and watching way. For them the most important ques-
tion is "What?" Their right hemisphere seeks to integrate experience with
what they know and to clarify their need for ,re knowledge, while heir
left hemisphere seeks that new knowledge Type Two learners want to get ac-
curate information. They want to deal with facts and right answers and be
able to develop concepts and theories in an organized system. They care
about exactness and detail and have a tremendous respect for authority and
expertise For these learners the important thing about learning is identify-
ing what can be known and seeking knowledge carefully and fully

Type Three learners also perceive by thinking and abstracting but they
process by actively trying out and doing. For these learners, the most impor-
tant question is "How does it work?" Their right hemisphere looks for an in-
dividual application and use of the learning, while their left hemisphere
looks for more general "What have other people done?" examples These
learners want to try something, they want to practice, they want to be doing.
It is this act of involvement that helps them to develop clear understandings
and to test out information in the real world. They seA to make things use-
ful, and they value things that are practical and hava a concrete purpose.
They care about the general application of knowledge and about how they
personally are going _o use what they are learning

Finally, Type Four learners perceive through concrete sensing and feel-
ing and process by doing. These learners ask the question "If?" Their right
hemisphere seeks to develop extensions of their learning, and the left hem-
isphere seeks to analyze the learning for relevance and significance Type
Four learners want to see relationship, and connections between things;
they want to be inspired to do things that are really important in life They
seek to inspire other people and are often catalysts who make others excited
about the learning process. They seek to synthesize skills and knowledge
and personal meaning into somethi ig that creates a new experience for
themselves and others. These learners understand and accept complexity

McCarthy's 4MA1 model describes the learning process as a natural se-
quence from the personal interests of Type One leam..is to the "If' ques-
tions of Type Four learners. McCarthy believes that all learners, and all learn-
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mg experiences, should start with Quadrant I.

The 4MAT system moves throughout the learning cycle in sequence, teaching in
all four modes and incorporating the four combinations of cractenstics The se-
quence is a natural learning progression that starts with the teacher nsweringin
sequencethe questions that appeal to each major lea ning style (1985 62, italics in
original)

At first, ;_ler;:onal meaning and motivation should be set for what is to
follow The next sty should be acquisition of the new knowledge and con-
cepts, followed by practical application The final step is the more complex
synthesis and extension Thus, for McCarthy, every learning experience
should begin at Quadrant I and follow through the cycle to its natural con-
clusion in Quadrant IV.

Using this sequence, she believes that each learning style will have an
opportunity to shine part of the time All learners will be able to develop
their own natural abilities when they are working in their own strongest
learning style area. At the same time they will develop other abilities neces-
sary to be good learners by working in other quadrants "Growth means
going around the circle, honoring the processes and attributes of all four
quadrants" (1985 63).

McCarthy emphasizes that what ordinarily happens in most schools is a
very limned part of the eight-step process, concentrating vimarily on the
left quadrant for the Type Two learners and left quadrant for the Type Three
learners. In other words, most schools deal with knowledge acquisition and
general application Therefore, utilizing the 4MAT System brings much more
depth to a learning experience

To illustrate how her model works, McCarthy has developed a number
of lessons at all levels from kindergarten through college in which she shows
that any content or process can be taught using her sequential eight-step sys-
tem To follow her lesson ,nodel a teacher would begin in Quadrant I by cre-
ating an experience and then a way for students to analyze the experience
personally. Then step 3, now in Quadrant II, integrates the experience and
continues to analyze in a more conceptual way, while step 4 actually devel-
ops new concepts Continuing to Quadrant III, step 5 pracnces with what is
given, and step 6 makes personal practical application Finally, in Quadrant
IV, step 7 s.ynthesizes by looking for something relevant and original, and
step 8 seeks to apply more complex experiences

When teachers are trained in this eight-step lesson model, they experi-
ence greater or lesser ease with different steps in the process because of
their own learning styles It is easier, for example, for a Quadrant I style
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teacher to develop activities that create personal meaning and experience At
the same time it is easier for a Quadrant IV teacher to develop experiences
that extend into the realm of new ideas and relationsnips Quadrant II and
Quadrant III teachers arc helped by commercial cu:riculums and texts that
particularly address left-mode experiences for acquisition of knowfr-dge and
the general practice of skills

McCarthy (1980) has written several books to i' istrate her model The
The 4MAT System Teaching to L-arning Styles with Right/Left Mode

Techniques, is a general description and an rverview of her model that in-
cludes sample lessons. In 1983 she and 5Jsan Leflar edited a book called
4MAT in Action C: eative Lesson Plans for Teaching to Learning Styles with
Right/Left Mode Technique This is a collection of lessons illustrating how the
4MAT System would w -)rk, with eYamples from prir,:,:y grades to postsec-
ondary schools and in diverse subicct areas such as language arts, social
studies, mathematics, and law. In 1985, with Bob Samples and Bill Ham-
mond, she published 4MAT and Science Toward Wholeness in Science Ed-
ucation This book illustrates how the 4MAT System would be exemplified in
a total science program and also how specific science lessons can be taught
through the 4MAT plan All of these resource materials fc 'low the same basic
theme and description of the four- quadrant learners, and all emphasize a
need for the sequentia' progress of learners through the eight-sten1:-..aining
experience

For an assessment of an individual's learning style strengths, McCarthy
usff, David KoIb's Learning Style Inventory (1976). It presents groups of four
words that are to be ranked. Numerical scores are computed for each of the
four dimensions, and the i the differences in scores on the perceptual and
processing dimensions are calculated and plotted on a graph. Thus, a visual
picture of one's placement in a particular learning quadrant is obtained.
Kolb calls Type One learners "Divergers," Type TWo le-trners "Assimilators,"
Type Three learners 'Convergers," and Type Four learners "Accomtnoda-
tors

Curriculum with Style

What would happen in a school that built curriculum bas....1 0,1 knowl-
edge of individual differences? In such a school, complex issues of content,
purpose, control, and management would be addressed iegularly

When people in this school decided what was important to learn, they
would consider the variety of opinions and beliefs of people with different
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styles According to McCarthy's model, for example, It -would be Important
that curriculum have personal meaning, that It answer the question "Why?"
It would also be Important that curriculum develop new knowledge based
on accurate information to answer the question "What?", Iv practical and
deal with reality and personal application so that for each learner It an-
swered the question "How?"; and be innovative, inspiring, and create new
possibilities so that it w3uld answer the question "If?"

A school that was building curriculum based on this comprehensive def-
inition of learning would look at the content, the skills, and the attitudes it
wanted students to develop in order to be sure that all aspects of each area
were considered.

By t: same token the question of v ho makes curriculum decisions
could also be looked at through the 4MAT System. It will be important to
think about why the decision is being made and therefore to consider who
is in the position to answer "Why?" Also important would be defining what
knowledge is important and recognizing that the varied interests of learners
need to he considered. Those why care about the practical applications of
learning--those who are eventually going to employ the studentsalso
need to be Involved in the decision Finally, we must Include those who seek
a sense of purpose and inspiration from learning. They too would need to
hacf_ a voice in curriculum decisions Currently, one only needs to look at a
few commercial texts to see that the designers are not representing these
different perspectives.

How woldd curriculum in such a school be organized? If attention to in-
dividual differences were a primary concern, It would be clear that constant
sequentiz' organization would lead to an emphasis on limited aspects of
knowledge and application, appealing to only a few learners. If a larger per-
spective were included, relationships, meanings, Intuition, personal appli-
cations, hypothesis testing, observation, understanding, and appreciation
would all need to be included in the organization Therefore curriculum
could be organized through themes. through the use of w, bs, and offer op-
portunities for in-depth study rather than consta-1 surface coverage Differ-
ent orginization frameworks wou:d appeal to different learners

Certainly it is clear that the issues surrounding decisions in curriculum
are extremely .:omp,ex. When we add to those Issues the complexity of hu-
man diversity, we can understand why the easy pad may be for many of as
in education to pass the buck by let.ag the textbook companies and curric-
ulum "experts" make tie decisions for us. But, of course, we are making de-
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cisions daily in the many things we do regarding curriculum, whatever our
professional roles. In a provocative essay on persc -..-1 philosophy and curric-
ulum, Arthur Foshay (1980) &scribes a number of metaphors about chil-
dren and schooling which guide our actions in curriculum Whether we ac-
knowledge our biases openly or not, we all have some basic assumptions
that are reflected in the daily big and small decisions we make about what's
important to learn We need to be aware of our own perspectives, which de-
termine our behavior.

Students are learning something every moment at school, and much is
in ..Yldition c. contrary to planned or intended !earnings Curriculum issues
are at the root of so many decisions, conscious or not, which affect learning
When we take up the challenge that understanding human diversity implies,
we must continually seek to answer the question What does each individual
person want from schooling?
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8. Instructional
Methods

ModalitiesBarbe and Swassing, and
Dunn and Dunn

"Everything, men, animals, trees, stars, we are
all one substance involved in the same terrible
struggle. What struggle? ...Riming matter into
spirit."

Zorba scratched his head [and said,[ "I've
got a thick skull boss, I don't grasp these
things easily. Ah, if only you could dance all
that you've just said, then I'd understand...Or
if you could tell me all that in a story, boss."

Nikos Kazantzakis
Zorba the Greek

Two roads diverged in a wood and I
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference

Robert Frost
"The Roac Not Taken"

Miss Tolbert is reading this well-known poem to her English class When she
finishes, she encourages the students to discuss what the poem means to
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them Some of the children are very eager to share their ideas and experi-
ences. Others, however, are drifting off, they seem chstracted and begin to

fidget and look at the clock After a few more minutes, Miss Tolbert gives the
children a homewovie assignment to memorize the poem The next day
some of the children enthusiastically want to recite the poem, while others
are sullen, nervous, or disinterested

In another school several miles away; Mr Kerner is also using Frost's
poem Before he Introduces the poem, he asks for some volunteers to act out
a situation where a decision has to be made After several such short scen-
arios followed by a brief discussion about making decisions, he passes out
paper and crag 9ns and asks the students to draw something about making
a choice He then reads the poem aloud to the class For a second reading
he uses an overheaa transparency with the poem written on it and asks the
class to follow along Finally he asks the students how their skits anddraw-
ings might relate to the poem they have just been reading A lively discussion
ensues in which , ast of the class participates In a little while he brings the
discussion to a close and gives the assignment for the next day Written on
the board, it includes several choices, among which are memorizing the
poem, illustrating It with a drawing, or acting out an example of its mes-
sage The next day the students return, anxious to share the projects they
have chosen to do

IF WE ANALYZE THE ABOVE SITUATION IN TERMS OF STYLE, WE CAN SEE THAT IN TH
firs, case the poem was presented in only one way and therefore appeale I
to a narrow range of students styles In the second case, because the poets
was approached with a variety of techniques, it appealed to a much wider
group of learners It is likely that the overall objective of the lesson in each
case was the same that the students interpret the message of Robert Frost's
poem The difference if .arning that occurs for the students, however, is di-
rectly related to how the , . laterial is presented

This how, the method and the technique of ins::uction, can make a tre-
mendous difference in the ultimate success of learning. We have all been in
situations where, despite a positive attitude and strong motivation, we found
it difficult to le --1 because of the method used t . present the material We
realize that when given a choice e' methods, we will select one that we know
`rpm experience works for us As we observe people learning to use com-
puters, for example, we notice some people use a hands-on approach while
others appreciate a model and demonstration Some computer neophytes
purchase how-to books and carefully read manuals, while otht.rs will sign
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up for classes in order to learn computer skills with a teacher's direction
Even in physical skills, we exhibit the same variety in our approaches Some
of us learn to ski by getting on the skis and plunging down the slope, while
others take lessons, watching carefully as the instructor demonstrates

It is sometimes astonishing to see how Improved our understanding can
be when something is expressed in a different way "Can you show me what
you're talking about?" some of us will say when we're trying to visualize an
Idea. "Please tell me what I'm looking at," some of us will say when we want
someone to explain a diagram or picture "Let me try It myself," others of us
will plead when we want to see if we understand. Each case represents an
attempt to understand something in the way that makes rrio.-t sense.

Experienced teachers know through common sense and from work
with many different learners that children learn in different ways This ob-
viously leads teachers to i.ry different technique,: and methods. Knowledge
of learning styles can make this effort to use diverse methods more system-
atic and more thorough.

In this section we will discuss the differences in modality strengths and
preferences among learners as a basis foi describing the Importance of va-
riety in instructional techniques and methods Once again, focusing on the
modality concept and relating it to methods is only one -.xample of applying
a styles model to an educational situation.

Modalities Walter B- be and Raymond Swassing; Rita
Dunn id Kenneth Dunn

Modalities generally refer to the sensory channels through which we
receive and give messages A number of resew- 'lers have Identified modal-
ity areas as exa nples of differences in style. Auch of Mal la Montessori's
work was built on an understanding that children needed visual, auditory,
tactile, and kinesthetic Involvement in learning. More recently, different mo-
dality preferences and strengths have been identified and studied to help us
understand children's and adults' styles. Rita and Kenneth Dunn include mo-
dality in their comprehensive battery of the elements that affect learning
(Chapter 6 discusses their model )

Their colleague, Marie Carbo (1981), has Included the modality area in
her assessment of students' reading styles And Walter Barbe, Raymond
Swassing, and Michael Milone of The Ohio State University have fo':used on
the modality differences in their definition of learning styles. "A modality is
any of the sensory channels through which an individual receives and re-
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tains information. [Slensation, perception and memory constitute what we
are calling modality" (Barbe and Swassing, 1979 1) The auditory, visual, and
kinesthetic/tactile modalities are .dentihed as tiv! most important sensory
channels for education

Auditory learners use their voices and their ears as the primary mode
for learning They remember what they hear and what they themselves ex-
press verbally When something is hard to understand, they want to talk it
through When they're excited and enthusiastic about learning, they want to
verbally express their response. And when an assignment is given orally,
they will remember it without writing it down These learners love class dis-
cussion, they grow by working and talking with others, and they appreciate
a teacher taking time to explain something to them They are also easily dis-
tracted by sound because they attend to all of the noises around them, but
ironically they will often interrupt a quiet moment by talking because they
find the silence itself disturbing.

When these students read, they often vocalr'e the words, sometimes
mumbling, sometimes moving their lips When they want to remember
something, they will say it aloud, sometimes several times, because the oral
repetition will Implant in their minds When they tell you something, they
assume you will remember it When a teacher asks them to woi k quietly at
their desks for an extended period of time or their parents ask them to study
in a quiet room, these requests are difficult tasks For some auditory learn-
ers, their abilities serve them well in learning music, foreign languages, and
in other areas that depend on good auditory discrimination

Some learners C I their visual modality is much stronger in helping
them understand and remember new concepts and skills They want to ac
tually see the words written down, a picture of something being described,
a timeline to remember events in history, the assignment writter on the
board These learners will be very attuned to all of the physical thugs in the
classroom and will appreciate a pleasant and orderly physical environment
They will often carefully organize their own materials and will decorate
their work spaces As young children they want to see the pictures Ir. the sto-
rybooks, and when tftv rt older the same desire remains as they seek out
illustrations, diagrams, tad charts to help them understard and remember
information They appreciate being able to follow what a teacher is present-
ing with material written on an overhead transparenc), or in a handout They
review and study material by reading over their notes and by recopying and
reorganizing in outline form

Some learners find that they prefer, and actually learn better, when they
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touch and are physically Involved in what they are studying These learners
want to act out a situation, to make a product, to do a protect, and in general
to be busy with their learning As young children, they want to build and to
handle materials constantly, and this desire stays with them as they elect
shop and home economics in high school. They find that when they physi-
cally do something, they understand it and they remember it As they get
older, many of them take lots of notes to keep their hancis busy, but they may
never re-read the notes They learn to use the computer by actually trying it,
experimenting, and practicing They learn concepts in social studies by sim-
ulating experiences in the classroom They become Interested in poetry by
becoming physically involved in the thoughts expressed Many of these
learners want to be as active as possible during the learning exp mence
They express their enthusiasm by lumping up and getting excited when
something is going well. And when asked to sit still for long periods, they
fidget and are often labeled as behavior problems

These different preferences and strengths in modality areas are famil-
iar to all of us in education We also know that many successful learners are
able to function in more than one modality The ability to bring a multimodal
approach to a learning situation has tremendous payoff throughout the years
of schooling In terms of achievement, students with mixed modality
strengths often have a better chance of success than do those with a single
modality strength, because the- can Process information in whatever way it
is presented

In addition, many successful students have learned from experience to
use their modality strengths to transfer !earnings from the weaker areas For
example, as an aid to memory strong visual learners typically will write
down something presented in an auditory way Unfortunately, many young
learners do not have this transfer ability and also in every classroom there
are students who have strengths in only one sensory area

Throughout this discussion the words "strength" and "preference"
have been used together or interchangeably So,ne researchers believe tnat
modality sensitivity is a preferencesomething a person expresses a desire
for Others believe modality channels are strengths, which when used pro-
duce mare success This difference between preference and strength is il-
lustrated in the variety of the instrumentation used to assess modality style.
The Dunn, Dunn and Prre Learning-Style Inventory described in Chapter 6,
with its self-report questions, measures a student's preference for using one
or more modalities

The Swassing-Barbe Modl lay Index, on the other hand, tests modality
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strength A student (from toddler through adult ) is asked to use plastic
shapes to repeat a given pattern The patterns are presented sequentially in
the oral, visual, then kinesthetic/tactile modalities, and a score representing
successful repetition of the pattern is totaled for each of the modality areas
The actual numerical score is less important than the relationship of the
three modality subscores One would expect adults to repeat a higher num-
ber of paiterns successfully The relationship among one u.diviclual's scores
describes the modality profile with as particular strengths or deficits For
example, 47 percent auditors; 28 percent visual, and 27 percent kinesthetic
would show strong auditory strength

Since a number of people have studied the modality area, research on
"arious questions sometimes yields conflicting results One area of dis-
agreement revolves around the percentage of each modality style in the pop-
ulation as a whole and particularly in school-age populations Barbe and
Alone (1981) find that "Primary grade children are more auditory than vis-
ual, and are least well-developed kinesthetically" (p 378) But Marie Carbo
(1982) believes that most young readers approach reading through use of
their "tactual/kinesthetic/visual skillstheir auditory abilities are usually
not well developed until fifth or sixth grade" (p 43)

Another unresolved question is the relationship of modality perception,
thscrimination, and memory Is n possible that a learner may have a very
strong auditory memory but rather week auditory discrimination) These Is-
sues and others reveal that while, on the surface, the study of modality style
may seem relatively straightforward, further inquiry reveals the complexi-
ties in this model

The modality area seems to he the best-known of differences in learn-
ing style among educators For a number of years people in special educa-
tion have been responding to modality differences .n diagnostic and pre-
scriptive work with students who have learning disabilities A number of
textbook companies are acknowledging modality differences by suggesting
different ways for teachers to present, :eview, and evalua' the concepts and
the skills presented in their materials These beginning efforts are encou:--
aging and exciting, and we hope they will grow within the next few years

In Style with Instructional Methods

In a school that seriously attends to differences in learning styles by

cproviding
different instructional techniques and methods, the modality con-

cepts can help assure that students have an opportunity to hear, to see and
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to do each time a new concept is presented and reinforced Teachers care-
fully evaluate their individual lessons to be sure students with different mo-
dality strengths find a way to understand the concepts "Let me tell you,"
"Let me show you," "Let's do it," become standard comments in each class-
room When a child says, "I don't understand," the teacher attempts to ex-
plain the material in a different way than it was originally presented.

In a school that uses concepts of learning styles to encourage variety in
teaching techniques, each staff member works to expand his or her own
repertoire of methods, because

[Wje teach as we learn best, not as we were taught [Teachers) tend to project their
own modality strengths into their selection of materials, teaching strategies and pro-
cedures, and methods of reinforcement (Barbe and Swassing, 1979 14)

Teachers would examine this tendency to present material according to
their own style and would seek to augment the presentation in ways that
would n-leet the needs of a variety of students The strong auditory teacher,
for example, would recognize the tendency to explain new concepts and
skills verbally and stve to bring more visual examples to the curriculum,
and create more ways for the students to be physically involved in learning.

The strong visual teacher would realize the tendency to emphasize the
neat presentation of work and to focus on a visual product z..^h , s a work-
sheet. Such teachers would strive to explain lessons verbally, even when it
means repeating what is already written These teachers would also strive to
be patient with students who do not have a natural sense of visual order. The
strong kinesthetic teacher would understand that not all children are excited
by projects and products and would realize that the desire to have all stu-
dents involved in their learning must include participation by reading and
talking, as well as doing

At the same time, a teacher would focus directly on the _weds of the stu-
dents, especially those who are having a more difficult time learning In-
stead of just presenting the lesson in the same way louder and slower, teach-
ers can "provide supplemental instruction, either individually or in small
groups, that is consistent with the modality strengths of the children in-
volved" (Milone, 1980, p.xiii) By working through the students' strongest
learning modality, the teacher can then encourage the students to develop
strategies to transfer material from weaker modalities

Let's look at a spelling program in a classroom as a specific example A
teacher attending to diversity in students' styles would be sure that new
spelling words were presented orally visually, and through action Students
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would be encouraged to study the words in ways that took advantage of their
own modality strength Tapes would be available for the auditors' learner,
written lists for the visual learner, and large markers, flash cards, and letter
dice for the kinesthetic learner When it was time for the test, students could
be given a choice in the way they might take the test, or the teacher might
vary the method of giving the test from week to week

The importance of utilizing a variety of teaching methods is certainly
not a new idea in education Understanding differences in style can help
strengthen a teacher's commitment to use diverse methods and bring a sys-
tematic approach to this effort
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PART III

USING
STYLE

Figure 12. Making Use of Style
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Making use of style concepts implies clarifying one's own beliefs about individual
differences and Identifying professional goals. Application then requires knowledge of theories
and research on individual differences (personal style, human potential, and brain function-
ing) As the wheel is rotated, beliefs, goals, and theories and research are brought together
to guide impiementazion
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9. Thinking About
Style

Without an understanding of the unique
meanings existing for the individual, the
problems of helping him effectively are almost
insurmountable.

Arthur Combs
Helping Relationships

HOW DO CONCEPTS OF STYLE INFLUENCE OUR CURRENT PRACTICES OF SCHOOLING?

In The Third Wave, futurist Alvin Toff ler (1981) says that every civilization is
guided by a hidden coda that runs through all its activities He points out
that our society is most familiar with the principle of standardization." In
education, standardizati, it is a common notion

to prepare youth for the lob market, educators designed standardized curricula
Men like Binet and Terman devised ctandardized intelligence tests School grading
policies, admissions procedures, and accreditation rules were similarly standard-
ized (pp 47-48)

Closely related to standardization is another principle that Miller calls
"synchronization"

Pupils were conditioned to arrive at school when the bell rang, so that later on
they would arrive reliably at the factory or office when the whistle blew Children
began ;rid ended the school year at uniform times (p 52)

Acceptance of the principles of standardization and synchronization
logically leads educators to search for a standard model of schok .; that
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will serve the needs of all students. The search extends to the identification
of a best method for teaching all students in the past decade these best
methods have ranged from computer-assisted instruction to Integrated cur-
riculum and individualized programs Each of these methods does prove ef-
fective with some students but produces little or no success with others
Standardized programs will achieve some measure of effectiveness, but if
one accepts the fundamental existence of personality style, then the best that
could be hoped for with any standardized program is limited success

Both standardization and synchronization as they currently exist in the
educational system stem from the fact that our current system developed
within a highly industrialized society. Schools do exist within society, and
the Impact of society cannot be Ignored But our society has changed, and
education must follow suit

Style As An Approach to Education

Theories of style have the power for changing the status quo by focusing
educational decisions on the individual person. Much of schooling is de-
signed to "cover" material. Knowledge of style rats the focus on the mean-
ing that the individual gleans from the material. Evolution toward this con-
cept would Involve teachers and students in a dynamic system of education
that would have acceptance of individual differences as its base

This framework will not lead to new inodels or programs to replace old
ones It is a fundanental change in attitude Current models and programs
will be retained when and as they are appropriate Understandin g of the
needs of the individual will be the guideline This attitude will bring frustra-
tion to those who seek a standard answer to questions of learning But many
educators already know, as Mackenzie (1983) reports in his review of effec-
tive schools research

In the buzzing complexity of a school environment, imprecise answers may lie
precisely the kind to be sought When a formula gives the appearance of great pre-
cision, it is almost surely going to be wrong ( p 13)

An Educator's Philosophy &ad Experience

Whether It is clearly articulated or not, every educator operates from a
particular philosophical stance regarding the process of education If per
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philosophy does not value individual differences, the research anu
data on sTles will not have meaning for an administrator Jr teacher A rec-
ognition of individual differences must oased to an educator's philoso-
phy if theories of style are to be used to approach learning and teaching.

Educators also bring practical experience to their Os, and they should
draw upon that experience as they seek to apply research on styles In most
instances an experienced teacher has discovered certain methods that work
effectively in the classroom. To implement concepts of styles a teacher need

-4 necessarily be asked to give up these methods or even to change them
dras,..-ally Use of knowledge of styles should supplement what the teacher
already :...::ready using

As you reflect on the information about style presented in previous
chapters, you are undoubtedly giving the theories personal meaning This
interpretation, foimed from both Ycu,- personal philosophy and e-xperience,
provide s a framework for your 'recisions on how to use the zheo.,es of style
Bringing together your pet )nal framework with the theories of style to
form an approach to educanoi, can be explored pnilusophically by compar-
ing the process to existential psychology

Existential Psychology

existential psychology ha,-, its roGis in the work of the Danish philoso-
pher Soren Kierkt rd aru the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
Rollo May 0958) , Ids or tLeir work to exp ess his thoughts about the ex-
istence of the person

The term "existence," coming from the root ex-sistere, means literally ws gaud out,
to emerge This accurately indicates [an attemptj to portra). tne human being not as a
cot!,-ction of static substances or , et.lianisms of patterns but rate -r as emerging and
necon,,N, that is to say, as exist,ng For no matter how interest ,; ol theoretically
true b the fact that I am composed of such ai.d such chemicals or 2 -t by such and
such mechanisms cr patterns, the crucial question always is tha I happen to exist at
this given moment in time and space, and my problem is how 1 to be aware of that
fact and wh I shall do al,out it (May; 1958 12, italics in the rig. A)

By placing the emp tasis on flit- person's existence, existential psychol-
ogists are able to speak about the person in a specific way

The term the existential therapists use for the dr.inctive character of human ex-
istence is Paseut Comp -'sed of sem (being) plus da (there), Dsem indicates that
man is the king vho is the, e and irppliec also that he has a "there in the sense that
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he can know he is there and can take a stand is ith reference to that fact (May 1958 41,
italics in the original)

In his book Existential Psychotherapy, the psychoanalyst Irvin Yalom
expands on the eceding notion when he states that

Dasein is at once the meaning giver and the known Each dasern therefore consti-
tutes its own world, to study all beings with some standard instrument as thowh
they inhabited the same obiectiv, world is to Introduce monunrr 11 error into one's
observations (Yalom, 1980 23, its 1,cs in the original)

Thk. existential psychoiegist recognizes th' ,erson as dase:n 'n1
therefore in "being there" that person is respons for aking a stanc to-
ward the world, a world which is not the same Lo each Ilvidual Recogni-
tion of this u qucness characterizes the existential position regarding ther-
upy Existentir' psychology

is not a system of therapy but an attitude toward therapy Though it has led to
many advances of technique, it is not a se of new techniques it itself but a concern
with the understanding of the structure of the human being and his expe, .ence that
MU I underlie ali techniques (May, 1969 15, c .

Thus the existential movement in psychologl -does not purport to
found a new school as over against other schools" (May, 1958.7) It is a call
to recognize that We client is unique regardless of the therapeutic method
being used

While the above discussion is no more than a brief reference to existen-
tial psychology, it is intended to illustrate ways that th- existential attitude
can be appliel to a focus on styles in tf.e ield of education

Existential Education

Yalom's statement quoted above, that to study all beings with some
standard instrument as though they inhabited the same objective world , to
introduce monument,-.1 error into one's observations," is useful as one re-
flects that a similar monumental error would be committed in teachinc; all
beings as though they inhabited the same objective world" Theories de-
scribing style exist to prevent this error All of the different theories have in
commo.1 two basic thrusts:
1. a recognition of a person's individuality; and
2. an attempt to provide the means to act upon that recognition
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Very few educators would blatantly state they do not recognize individ-
ual differences. Therefore it makes little sense to speak of a "learning styles
teacher" as opposed to, for example, a t. aditional or an "open-concept
teacher.' In a sense every teacher is "existential" and "learning styles ori-
ented" to the extent that he or she is an effective teacher. Thus many educa-
tors will find in the various theories of styles a systematizing of what they al-
ready know: that people are different in how they perceive, think, and
act Ccnsequently, all aspects of education must recognize these differences
Art effective educator responds to differences whether the school setting is
traditional, open, or alternative.

This fact sho'ild not oversimplify the complexities involved in teaching
20 to 35 individual students in a classroom at one time Teaching Involves
'hundreds of immediate "decisions that require artistrya fine, swift intui-
tive sens?, of situations" (Hunter, 1979:45). Styles can, however, provide
some basis for the swift sense of a situation by helping the teacher to keep
the focus on the individual.

In the classroom the teacher is also dasein Ind the teaching process is
I reciprocal relationship between teacher and learner.

The interchange between a teacher and her pL,ills will be different every mo-
ment, and the tt icher must bz prepared to react to each child in terms of the unique
question, idea, problt m, and concern that he is expressing at that pal mular instant
(Combs, and others, 1971, p 5)

The teacher receives information necessary to refine the act of Leiching
can alter that teaching based on feedback from the student III similar

fashion, the student receives feedback from the teacher anu can adjust his or
her !earning. Both teacher and stt,dent are learning The error of overe-
phasizing methods or programs Inds to a focue on the method rather than
on the person who makes meaning from tf,e method Approaching learning
with styles in mind is something the teache. does in cooperation with the
students and not as another program cl,..te to the student.

Gerald Kusler (1984), an ed,' iho works with theories of style,
says.

Great thinks of the research support a simple dictum know yourself, know your
students, believe in what both care do Because of cognitive and learning style work
we can know ourselves and our students in a way that counts--as learners and think-
ers (198, p. 14, emphasis in original).
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traissmrammismwmwaimamir

Educators mast borrow from the existential psychologists the view that
the concept of s;,les an attitude or an approach that is brought to the ed-
ucation process Theories of style do not provide a new set of techniques to
constitute a standardized method of style, rather these theories providt an
approach to methods already being used This is not meant to rule out We
fact that r! 7, practices or methods may emerge from a study of information
about Myles, but these should riot be the primary focus in the impleme-ita-
tion of an approach to education using style
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10. Some Issues
and Applications

I desire that there be as many different
persons in the world as possible; I would have
each one be very careful to find out and
preserve his own way.

Henry David Thoreau

SINCE THE STUDY OF STYLE IS SO COMPLEX, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF UNRESOLVED

Issues that sometimes bring conflicting me,:sages from the researchers. At
the same time there are also a variety of optiorh; :Jr using this information
and these concepts. Phis chapter highlights some of the mere Important
areas origin, development, and change. culture and sex, neutrality, intelli-
gence, and achievement, assessment of style; diverse approaches to style, and
style in context of some current concerns

Origin, Development, and Change

What forms our bask personality style? The answer seems to be that
both nature and nurture play a part in the origin of style. Psychologists, es-
pecially, believe that we are born with the foundation of our style patterns

Carl Jung (1927, in Wickes) discussed origin of type by referring to the
unique personalities of each child in a family.

For all lovers of theory, the essential fact is that the things which have the most
powerful effect upon children do not come from the conscious state of the parents
but from their unconscious background Here as elsewhere in practical psychology
we are constantly coming up against the experience that in a family of several chil-
dren only one of them will react to the unconscious of the parents with 3 marked de-
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to

gree of 'dentin; while the others show no such reaction The specific constitution of
the individual plays a part here that is practically decisive (pp xix-xx)

Psychologist Frances Wickes (1927), working under Jung's guidance,
wrote that "We must think of life as developing from within as well as from
without each [child] bears within himself the germ of his own individual-
ity" (pp 13-14) Recent researchers, such as Barbe and Swassing ( 'ca79), also
recognize both nature and nurture: ..the definition we are proposing ac-
knowledges the role of both heredity and the environment in shaping an in-
dividual's modality strengths "(p. 5).

Certainly experience does play an important part in who we are. One
way to think about the balance of nature and nurture is to consider the as-
pects of the person that style describes We previously identified differences
in cognition, conceptualization, affect, and behavior Certain of these traits
are probably more affected by expel ience than others One could argue that
cognitive and conceptual characteristics are leer,-rooted but that behavior
can be more easily learned. As one reads different researchers explanations
for the roots of style, their reasoning often reflects their basic definition of
style Those who focus primarily on behavior are likely to attribute more im-
portance to experience, for example

A number of researchers discuss the importance of the development of
style Essentially their message is that both competence and self-esteer-
come from using natural stylistic traits If I'm naturally inclinec ward cer-
tain patterns of behavior, I will be at my best in these areas. If jet strokes
for these behaviors, I will feel good about myself. With a strong sense of self,
I am in a better position to learn behaviors natural to other styles. If, on the
other h :d, my own natural traits are not valued, they will i.ot develop to
their fullest and I may wonder 'what's wrong with me?" One mother illus-
trated this dilemma in a workshop we conducted with a parent group when
she shared a personal story:

Let me tell you about my son He's always daydreaming, staring into space It
really worries me that he does nothing Today, for example, he was staring out the
window, so I timed him Ten minutes! Then he turned to me and he said, 'Mom, the
moon is banana - shaped' Then he turned toward the window again, four mor:-. min-
utes 'Mom, if the moon is banana-shaped, it can t be round' Do you see what I
mean? Why would he waste h's time lust looking out the window at the moon?

This mothm- went on to explain that while she values doing and action,
learning about style helped her realize that her child obviously places a
value on abstracting and imaghsing. She realizes that to fully develop his
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own style, this child will need to feel accepted and loved for what he does
naturally and easily If he feels this acceptance, he will then be open to his
mother's emphasis on doing and action In the ideal situation, this child
could learn to value and use his strengths as we'll as to develop skills to ap-
proach life in other ways. On the other hand, if his mother does not value
his intuition and abstraction, the child may come to question his own
strengths. It is certainly easier for each of us to be flexible if our sense of self
is clear and secure A positive sclf-esteem opens us to growth and change

Can we change our style? In a review of the Myers-Briggs research,
Hoffman and Betkouski (1981) conclude that

patterns of behaviorare deep in each person':, psychological makeup Law-
renx's model refers to this behavior as being unchangeable as the stripes on a ti-
ger Keirsey said it another wav, "The unfolding rose may blossom to its fullest but
will never be a sunflower -(p 25)

In r.!sponse to the same question in her summary review of research
on styles, Claudia Cornett (1983) says, "Yes, but

So while the learning style blueprint is initially based on inheritance and prenatal In-
fluences, a person's learning predisposition is subject to qualitative changes result-
ing from maturation and environmental stimuli Throughout life, all people are
subject to changes within a relatively stable overall style structure (p 12, our italics)

Since educators recognize that certaat style traits are related to success
in specific school tasks, the question of changing styles is very important
When a learner's style is dysfunctional for specific school tasks, who
adaptsthe learner or the school? This question, discussed in more detail
further in the chapte:, brings rnivel responses from researchers, based to
some extent on their belief, about the feasibility of changing style. For now
this question of change remains unresolved both philosophically ard prac-
tically

Culture and Sex

Is an individual's style related to culture? Is it related to sex?
Researchers who have examined these questions generally find that so-

cialization plays a role in the development of style difference, in people of
various cultures and in boat sexes. For example, the Myers-Briggs research
(Lawrence, 1979/1982) has found that women are more likely to be on the
feeling end of the thinking/feeling contini'um while men tend to be close to
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the thinking end, with a 60 percent-40 percent differentiation both times
However, snce we know that in our society won:en are generally expected
to behave with more feeling-type characteristics and thus are reinforced for
those behaviors, it is not surprising to find the sex differentiation Another
commonly held social stereotype, that boys are more kinesthetic than girls,
was not substantiated, however, in 3arbe's modality research (Barbe and
Malone, 1984 )

Culturally the same socializamin is evident Witkin's nonverbal fieIcl-
embedded measures have been administered in many different cultures re-
vealing significant relationships when a particular perceptual approach is a
direct adaptation to the needs of the society For example, studies with Wit-
kin's model found that nomadic hunting and gathering soc 'ties tended to be
relatively more field independent, an appropriate style for their life patterns
(Witkin and Goodenough, 1981) A number of researchers, particularly Ra-
mirez and Castaneda (1974), have described the tendency of Mexican-Amer-
ican children to behave in a more field-dependent way, and again character-
istics or that style are valued by the cultur'

It is probably fair to conclude that research does not currently offer sub-
stantial evidence that style is innately different for cultures or sexes, but cer-
tainly the knowledge of ,acialization of certain style characteristics should
add more reasons for educators to be sensitive to the expectations and be-
haviors of cultures and sexes different from their own

Neutrality, Intelligence, and Achievement

Is there a "best" style
Throughout this book we' ,e defined style as neutral This Implies that

there is no oetter, best, good, o.- poor style Most of the researchers discuss
the potential positives and the potential negatives or various patterns of

the held-dependence-independence dimension is bipolar with regard to level, in
the sense that it does not lu-e clear "high and "low" ends Its bipolarity makes the
dimension value-neutral, in the sense that ext. pole has qualities thatare adaptive in
particular circumstances We thus see that field dependence and field independ-
ence are not inherently "good" or "had" (Witkin aid Goodenough, 1981, p 59)

This fundamental notion is the very basis of valuing diversity, since
viewing every style as having inherent qualities that can be potential
strengths eliminates the temptation to judge a person's style solely against
Jet criteria
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Fine, but are people with a certain style "smarter"? A number of re-
searchers have studied the relationship between style an intelligence. They
hive found that some tasks in Intelligence tests actually measure style riarbe
ana Swassing (1979) feel that Binet and Simon's original measuretuents,
which deal with "memorizing series of digits and matching patterns of
beads, were primarily tests of modality strengths" (n 33). Also the Wechsler
Block Design, Object Assembly, and Picture Completion subtests, all of
which require restructuring, have been shown in studies to favor a field -in-
dependent style (Witkin and Goodenough, 1981, p 61).

After acknowledge 1g the resting bias, however, the majority of rese-,:rc
ers on style agree with Hoffman and Betkouski ( 1981), who concluded after
a comprehensive review of type research that intelligence is independent
from style "Type theory indicates differences are related to varying inter-
ests and not necessarily a superiority of ability of one type over another" (p.
18)

On the other hand, a number of 1esearch studies have found correla-
tions between style and achievement in school The cc .elusion seems to be
that it pays off in school to have certaia stylistic characteristics that are more
consistently successful with school tasks

As early as 1927, Jungian child psychologist Wickes reported.

Usually it is the thinking type of c"1 who snows to best advantage in the school, for
school is primarily the place of ii ectual d elopment, and thinking ,5 the intellec-
tual form of adaptation to reality k 1:0)

Recent reviews of the type literature have also shown that "Intuitives
appear to have the greater potential for success in school from the begin-
ning Most classroom instruction is based on the use of symbols, an area in
which intuitives show up well (Hoffman and Betkouski, 1981, p 18). This
articular dichotomy between dominant-sensing and Intuitive-type students

was dramatically illustrated in an extensive research study in P-rida con-
ducted by the Governor's Task Force on Disruptive Youth A san- z of more
than 500 adults who did not complete eighth grade showed that 99 6 percent
were sensing types The same study showed that of 671 finalists for National
Merit Scholarships, 83 perrt nt were intuitives (McCaulley and Natter, 1974,
1980, p. 128)

So a dilemma arises If style is not directly related to intelligence, why
are some styles more successful m school? Related to this question is evi-
dence that success in professions, business, and industry is possible fcr peo-
ple of all styles and seems to be a matter of the right style match to the re-
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quirements of the particular profession or Job It has been interesting to
note, for example, that recent studies of productivity in industry emphasize
the importance of people skills and intuition, which have not been visibly
volued in Western industrialized societies In their description of successful
American companies in In Search of L..cellence, authors Peters and Water-
man (1982) focus on the importance of these approaches and patterns

we have to stop overdoing things on the rational side Our imaginative, sym-
bolic right brain is at least as important as our rational, deductive left We reason by
stories at least as often as with good data "Does it feel right?" counts for more than
"Does it add up?" or Can I prove it?" (pp 54-55)

In education, too, we need to examine what qualities to emphasize and
value Are we giving all styles equal chances for success? Since research and
experience do confirm the value of all styles, we should be teaching stu-
dents, by our examp. , that whatever an individual's style, each person has
the potential for success and .ausfaction in school and beyond

Assessment of Style

How do we know what a person's style is? When should we assess style'
Who should assess style? Now valid are assessment instruments?

There are basically five ways to assess style (Fig. 13, p. 82) The first is
to use self-report instruments This is the most common assessment tech-
nique available and includes the Gregorc Style Delineator, the Dunns' Learn-
ing Style Inventory, and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, all mentioned in
previous chapters M ?ny similar assessments are available for use in educa-
tion, business, and with other professions Thee instruments ask a person
to rank responses to some questions and/or words The usually for( e a
choice and are scored to show the person's style through the patterns of the
responses made

With self-report instruments, people give direct information about
themselves and often feel very comfortable with the results These instru-
ments have a potential weak, ess, however, in that responses from some
people reflect wishful thinking and mood rather than reality Perhaps more
important, Carl Jung (1921) is only one researcher who que 'ons a person's
self-knowledge- In respect of one's own personality, one s Judgment IF as a
rule extraordinarily cloud..d (p 3)

The second king ' assessment is a test of a particular skill or task The
Ern;)edded Figures Test described in the chapter on Witkin's work and the
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Figure 13. Ways to Assess Style*

INVENTORIES
Direct self-.eport

Leming Styles Inventory (LSI) (Dunn, Dunn and Price)
Myers -Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) (Myers-Briggs)
Communicating Styles Survey (Mok)

Indirect self-report
Gregorc Style Delineator (Gregorc)
Learning Style In, entory (Kolb, used by McCarthy)

TESTS
Embedded Figures Test (Witkin)
Swassing-Barbe Modality Index (Barbe and Swassing)

INTERVIEW
Open-ended conversation
With "Inventory" questions
Writing one's own profile as a learner

OBSERVATION
Checklists (Lawrence, Barbe and Swassing)
Anecdotal records

ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS OF LEARNING
Achievements
Errors (e g , reading miscue-analysis)

All instruments cited are listed in the references

Swassing-Barbe Modality Index are examples of this type of instrument In a
test assessment, a specific task has been shown to co-relate with style c har-
acteristics, and the degree of success with the task indicates the style A test
assessment has the ad; antage of being objective, but it is limited to meas-
urement of skill in a specific task and extensions are Inferred

The third way to assess style is to ask a person directly An interview
ma, questions from a self-report instrument or may be open-ended in
its approach. With an Interview one needs to be aware that both the inter-
viewer and Interviewee are affected by their own styles, so they will both
bring their own perspectives to the conversation.

The fourth way to assess style is to observe a person at a task or in a par-
ticular situation A number of researchers encou -age teacher; to observe
students and have provided checklists to help systematize the process (Law-
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rence, 1982, and Larbe and ,wassing, 1979) As with an interview assess-
ment, the observation of another person will be colored by the observer's
perception, and this interaction needs to be considered

The fifth method of assessment s to look at the products of a person's
behavior Activities that are easy and consistently successful for an individual
w'll give us indications of that person's pattern and approach By the same
token, the tasks and situations that are consistently difficult will give us in-
formation, too Readers who retain accurate, detailed information but have a
difficult time with inferences, for example, are indicating something ..11.3c.,_
weir style One teacher we worked with used a miscue-analysis approach to
assess the reading style of several students The results were very draniailC
and correlated strongly with several characteristics of style

The authors of style-discerning instruments point out that no instru-
ment is 100 percent valid for every person :ierefore they suggest cliagno.',.E
of styles through the use of more than one assessment technique The au-
thors of many sell-report instruments, for e ample, encourage pecple to use
interviews and observations in conjunction with their instruments

When should we assess style? This question must be answered by iden-
tifying the purpose of a formal assessment When teachers assess their own
style, they can study their own patterns in order to understand and
strengthen their approaches to teaching A personal and careful assessment
of the style of a learner who is at risk of failing could yield very valuable and
helpful information.

But in the case of teachers responsible for a great number of students,
the assessment of each student s style implies having plans to accommodate
the individual differences the) find. Administrators and teachers in this in-
stance must be clear about the purpose of such an effort Caution should
exercised in the widespread assessment of style, lest unrealistic expecta-
tions be set and frustrations result. One example of an appropriate school-
wide assessment comes from one author's expo..;.: 0 as a igh school
counselor. The style of each entering freshman was assessed anti entered in
the student's file Teachers, parents, and students received the general re-
sults When they asked specific questions or expressed concerns, the infor-
mation on styles was applied. Tea:hers, parents, and students saw the infor-
mation as a resource rather than an evaluation or a mandate for change.

Who should assess style? Although many of the instruments and tests
can be administered s. ithout formal training, it woulu be naive to assume
that anyone administering an instrument would be able to effectively use its
results People should have a depth and breadth of knowledge abota style
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when they assess patterns of individuals or groups Too often the first thing
a person wants to do after an initial introduction to style is administer an as-
sessment to others. Although this may provide interesting information, It
doesn't always serve the ultimate pu-pose of respecting and responding to
individual differences. If that purpose is not served, the assessment bears
more relation to determining a person's zodiac sign than to providing clear,
..ducationally useful data

Assessment is often thought to be a necessary first step in application of
concepts of style, but as we have Illustrated previously, many accommoda-
tions to style can be made by a genuine acceptance of diversity without spe-
cifically labeling the diversLy of each person Consciously accommodating
style through variety in curriculum and Instructional methods is realistic
and ultimately beneficial for many learners

We also need to be aware that however wrIl validated, each instrument
to assess style is only as reliable as the purpose it is designed to serve. As-
sessments of cognitive processing infer behavior, personality instruments
make generalizations about approaches tc learning; behavior assessments
are often situational. Since researchers focus their work on certain aspects
of personality, and real people are multidimensional, It will not be surpris-
ing that any instrument will only give a partial picture

Assessing style should be approached cautiously and with a clear pur-
pose The more one understands the many dimensions of style, the less hasty
one is to make judgments and Impose labels.

Diverse Approaches to Style

As the theories of style develop, both agreement and diversity emerge
among the definitions, concepts, applications, and instrumentation Each re-
searcher creates a personal definition and uses specific vocabulary. The lack
of unanimity can lead educational researchers to work on formulating a syn-
ergistic definition of styles by pulling together the various strands of thought
to form something greater than the sum of the parts Philosophers call this a
paradigm As defined by Kuhn (1970.vin), this paradigm would be "univer-
sally recognized [as providing] model problems and solutions to a commu-
n!ty of practitioners" in the world of education.

At first glance the need for a synergistic model seems importantes-
pecially in view of the rapidity with which the data about styles have been
accumulating. However, despite the temptation of creating one synergistic
theory, this goal may be both premature and unnecessary.
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The research on styles appears to be in what Kuhn (1970) calls the pre-
paradigm period, a time in the research that "Is regularly marked by fre-
quent and deep debates over legitimate methods, problems, and standards
of solution, though these serve rather to define schools than to produce
agreement" (pp 47-48). This stage is further "characterized by continual
competition between a number of distinct views" (Kuhn, 1970.4).

A desire fo' a synergistic model of styles can once again lead educators
to look for a program ',.o standardize and synchronize education in the way
discussed in Chapter 9. It is a contradiction to believe that any one definition
of style or any particular Instrument will be applicable to each individual If
the many models of style are viewed as providing a wealth of resources for
schools rather than as a source of confusion, the problem of the practicing
educator then becomes one of determining which theory will provide the
needed approach for each particular circumstance. This decision does not
lead to choosing the one right definition or model of styles but causes a
thoughtful, comprehensive approach to be brought to the distinct and
uniquc needs of each situation

Style in Context

Since style ciescribes process rather than product, It is a pervasive fac-
tor In all our :oncerns in education we need to keep the individual differ-
ences of people in the forefront i'.,!t's consider briefly some e, mples of style
is relation to several current Issues.

Parenting

Perhaps the most important people who need to understand the con-
cept of individual style are parents The ability to accept the unique person-
ality of each child is tied to understanding the value of style differences. We
assume all parents want the best for their children. But the best needs to be
appropriate for the individual child in light of that child's natural ap-
proaches and personality Patents may readily accept this concept Intellec-
tually but find it more difficult to put It Into practice, as the mother's story
about her intuitive son Illustrated earlier in this chapter

Since a child's self-esteem is directly tied to approval by parents, espe-
cially in the early years, an understanding of style differences can have far-
reaching Implications later in life. As a child matures, parents who under-
stand the style patterns of each of their children will be more successful in
helping them to mitnage school relationships and tasksand eventually to
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make wise career choices and decisions A. booklet, Where Did We Get This
One? A Parents' Guide to Appreciating the Individual Personalities of Their
Children (Guild and Hand, 198c,), is one resource for helping parents under-
stand style

-ritical Thinking Skills

The emergence of our information-oriented society plus the fast pace of
technological changes have renewed interest in critical and higher-level
thinking. Responsible educators recognize that truly learner and educated
people are good thinkers with the ability to analyze, synthesize, apply, and
judge the value of their learning

When we study the processes involved in critical thinking, we can put
on our "style glasses" and see that natural perceptions and conceptual pro-
cesses h. -e a tremendous eff , on the way people think It is not difficult
fir some people to utilize personal reflection, values, and judgments in pro-
cessing objective information Some people naturally see the practical appli-
cation of certain content And some people readily analyze cause-and-effect
relationships But depending on our minc., processesour styledifferent
aspects of thinking are easy or more or less difficult for different people.
This is a challenging area that remains to be explored in more depth

Computers

Will computers and their associated technology revolutionize the way
we teach and learn? Certainly the impact of this technology on schools and
at home offers tremendous potential for lea: wing Here, too, the concepts of
style need to be considered. People approach the technology with different
techniques, different strengths, and certainly different interests They will
find a variety of uses for the technology depending on their own needs, their
experiences, and, of course, their styles As people learn to use computers,
they bring their own approach and learn more effectively if their style is ac-
commodated. Some children and adults want to leap before they 13ok, while
others are hesitant to be involved with a computer until they feel that they
understand its purpose and operations.

Also important is the opportunity that this technology offers to manage
learning in ways that allow for more options. It is certainly possible that a
computer program focusing on division of fractions, for example, could offer
a variety of approaches to !earning that concept. A student could select a cer-
tain approach, or a computer itself could make the selection based on the
kinds of errors, problems, and questions that the student has with the initial
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,

presentation of the concept Again, this is an imprunt area for further
study

Multicultural Goals

While we have stated previously in this chapter that the relationship of
culture and style is not entirely clear, the concepts of style have definite im-
plications for multicultural goals in education The active recognition of per
sonal differences in style demands an effort to fully understand each individ-
ual This focus extends to an understanding of each person's cultural roots
and values The acceptance of style and cultural values as fundamental
strengths of each individual contributes to the development of self- esteem.
When we direct our thinking toward a celebration of diversity we value the
cultural urnqueness of each person

Another goal of multicultural education is respect for differences
among people The study of style can contribute directly to this goal by em-
phasiz'ng the unique strengths of each person As we seek to help every stu-
dent and staff member recognize that it is the very differences among peo-
ple that bring strength to our educational institutions, this recognition will
carry over to attitudes toward society The goals of multicultural education
and style go hand in hand It would be exciting to see these areas explored
together in future studies and applications

Excellence and Effectiveness

The recent focus on excellence and effectiveness in our schools has led
us to identify certain common characteristics of successful school. Does
this then lead to the conclusion that there are better and best ways to meet
the needs of all students, teachers, and parents? Perhaps at first glance, but
when one carefully reads the research, it becomes clear the generalizations
and conclusions are tiameworks, and that the message of respect for indi-
vidual diversity is constantly reiterated In h.s extensive review of the effec-
tive schools research, Mackenzie ( 1983) agreed with Purkev and Smith's de-
scription of a school as a small culture He finds

In this environment, nothing works all the time Almost anything that makes sense
will work more often than not. if it is implemented with enough self-critical opti-
mism and zest Sonic things work more often than others, but hardly anything works
for everybody ( p 13)

Since excellence and effectiveness are aims of every educa:or, there is
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no question that we profit from studies of what works But to define excel-
lence without respecting and responding to the individual differences of
learners, staff, and parents is shallow indeed

Accommodating Style

How do we accommodate differences in style? Do the schools and edu-
cational institutions need to adapt to the diverse styles of the people who

-k and study there, or do the people who come to the institutions need to
meat the demands of the structure and organization? In an individual teach-
ing-and learning situation, does the teacher adapt to the student or the stu-
dent to the teacher? Do parents adapt to the styles of each of their children,
or do the children adapt to the styles of the parents?

One could argue that with the large numbers of people who work in
schools, uniform and standard approaches have to he prescribed The issue
is perhaps deciding when uniforinity and standard requirements are neces-
sary It is a matter of emphasis and of direction Is education moving toward
conformity or toward respect for individual differences? When we decide on
a uniform curriculum progi am, for example, we are definitely deciding that
the students must adapt their styles to the demands of this particular curric-
ulum approach When we require all teachers he evaluated in the same way,
we are demanding that the teacher meet the style demands of that evaluation
process

Researchers on style have different Opinions about this issue. Some re-
searchers believe that schools and teachers must adapt. Others believe that
learners must he given the skills required for success in school, and still
others advocate a little hit of each The Dunns (1975), for instance, urge us
to meet the needs of the individual learners as often and as frequently as
possible. Gregorc (1982) and Witkin (1977), on the other hand, encourage a
direct accommodation of style at various times and a conscious mismatch at
other times in order to help people to stretch themselves.

Charles Letter' (1982) of the University of Vermont argues for training
students in the skills n.feded to meet the demands of school. His research
has found that certain cognitive characteristics are directly related to aca-
demic acheNernent. If a student has a specific cognitive profile, Letter' pre-
dicts success; an opposite profile can indicate failure By using seven bipolar
dimerrions, his mode! considers the relationships among style variables and
proposes that specific combinations of style characteristics are red flags for
academic problems. For example, a student who is "field-dependent," "im-
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pulsive," a -leveler," and has a "low tolerance for ambiguity" will consistently
test lower academically that: a student with opposite bipolar characteristics
Letter' argues that lenners can and should be trained to develop success-
oriented cognitive skills Other researchers question t--.e pi acticality and de-
sirability of such effort and point out that long -tern) achievement, success.
and effect on self- esteem are still not known

In many cases knowledge of a learner's style can lead us to develop a
specific approach to more efficiently and effectively teach that learner A di-
agnostic-prescriptive approach to teaching can lead to success for students
who have previously experienced failure Effective diagnostic-prescriptive
teaching Involves careful collection of diagnostic information using appro-
priate assessment instruments, substantiated by observation and interaction
with the person being assessed It also assumes a knowledge of appropriate
prescriptive teaching responses and materials so that the learner's dominant
style can be used. This kind of careful and thoughtful process is probably
most appropriate when a teacher is responsible for only a small group of
learners Many special education teachers successfully develop specific pro-
grams to meet the unique needs of each student Using research on styles tc
design diagnostic-prescriptive teaching programs is a sensitive area with
more challenge than initially apparent since it Involves the interaction of hu-
man nature and intelligence with the concepts, content, and skills being
taught in schools It must be done carefully

In addition, review of studies on the effects of matching "conclude that
style matching can be strongly supported for affective reasons, but overall
style matching produces inconsistent achievement outcomes" (Cornett,
1983, p 41) Again this is a complex and unresolved area needing further
study

Knowing that any group of people in educationadministrators, teach-
ers, parents, studentsare going to have diverse styles leads to the conclu-
sion that programs, structures, and expectations must offer variety In some
cases it may not not be as important to know exactly the style of each person
we interact with as it is to act upon the assumption that in any group of peo-
ple a diversity of style, will he represented

Therefore in all decisions, in all organizational structures, in all inter-
actions, and in all methods of instruction, it is important to have variety
Whenever possible, the people involved should be given optional ap-
proaches to particular tasks

Although using variety and diagnostic-prescriptive approaches in teach-
ing concepts and skills is certainly not a new idea to teachers, most educa-
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tors would agree that we have a long way to go to really provide for diversity
in learners' styles There is seldom only one way to do or say somethilig, or
to learn It is this understanding that will encourage all of us to value variety
in style in our particular roles in education Teachers and administrators
who understand these concepts consciously attempt to respond to the diver-
suy reg.ilarly encountered in schools
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11. Implementing
Style

. . . Irvin Feld had found that their talents
complemented each other. Kenneth, for
example, takes particular interest in the
beginning of a concept. He has a gift for
picturing in his mind how the show will look
on opening night even baore the first
rehearsal has been held. Irvin Feld, on the
other hand, looks forward to the final
rehearsalswhen a detail can be added, a
refinement made, that will make the highlights
of the show really sparklethe way z jeweler
polishes the facets of a diamond. This
combination of the son who likes to look at
the big picture and the father who pays
attention to the tiniest detail, gives a depth to
their productions that is part of the Feld
Approach.

Souvenir Program
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus

WHAT 4101:1,1) EDVCATORS DO TO ACCOMMODATE THE DIVERSITY OF STYLFS

adults and students bring to schools? Chapters 3 through 8 illustrate specific
Ideas for using concepts and research on style in communication and inter-
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personal relationships, supervision and evaluation, counseling. teaching
style, curriculum, and instructional wthods This chapter builds on those il-
lustrations by discussing staff development efforts that are directed toward
applying concepts of styles

All competent educators can identify a variety of ways they respect in-
di idual differences Study of the formal research on styles can serve to
strengthen their resolve as well as bring a more systematic plan to their of
forts It can also prod and challenge teachers and administrators who may
he neglecting the active recognition of style. differences in students or teach-
ers Since sty', differences are evident every day to educators, experienced
teachers and administrators are able to develop numerous x, ays to accom-
modate style when they are encouraged and directed to make the effort The
way each educator puts these theories and c -.::,.!pts into action is, of course,
a reflection of personal style l{ere, too, choices must be respected, and di-
versity must he celebrated

Some applications of research on style are very systematic md formal,
beginning with the study of a particular model, and then developing and im-
plementing specific strategies to respond to staff and student diversity Other
applications are more informal, perhaps subtle, with human diversity valued
throughout the school in pervasive ways, though the word style may seldom
he used

In our workshops and classes over the past 15 years. administrators and
teachers have found many creative ways to accommodate differences in
stde Some have studied their own styles to understand the demands they
make on those with whom they work and to identify' areas of needed growth
Some have analyzed their standard curriculum programs in the context of
styles and then reworked that curriculum to reach more learners Some have
taught students and parents about style, urging t:lem to he aware of their
own pitterns and to develop ways to use strengths and compensate for
weaknesses One teacher's work with students is the basis for a booklet on
study skills and style No Sweat' How To Use }bur Lear-lung Style To Be A Bet-
ter Student (Ulrich and Guild, 1985) is a practical, lively guide to style writ-
ten to help students identify and use their strengths

Some researchers believe that a serious effort to accommodate differ-
ences in style in education must result in a total restructuring of our
schools When diversity of style is accepted and acted upon, and we no
longer search for the right or hest answer to questions of content or process
in education, we will always start with the individual and what is best for
that person in that particulai situation. This leads to a focus on the dynamic
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interaction among people, content, and process in the institutions of educa-
tion Their design and reality must reflect that interaction

Staff Development with Etyle

Staff development efforts should elicit enthusiasm and excitement from
teachers They should offer opportunities for elementary teachers, high
school teachers, administrators, parents, and other members of the school
community to participate together in activities for their own professional
and personal growth They should encourage teachers who work next door
to each other to share ideas and reinforce each other's strengths We've seen
the concept of style, used as an umbrellz for a variety of efforts in staff de-
velopment, prodiice all of the above positive results

About Staff Development

The theories, concepts, and ideas that have been discussed in previous
chapters give us some messages about staff development Respect for indi-
vidual differences and diversity implies staff development programs that
give substantial decision-making power to staff The people whose growth is
the goal of improvement efforts should have a good deal of say over the pro-
cess and content When we believe that differences in style can contribute
positively to schools, staff development efforts will be used to encourage in-
dividual personal growth This concept implies an acceptance of different
professional interests and needs based on individual style

Since we have shown throughout the book that concepts of style relate
to all aspects of the educational process, all staff development efforts should
include attenticn to style Those efforts to design, evaluate, or implement
curriculum should include attention to individual differences And efforts di-
rected at developing specific instructional skills need to focus on the indi-
vidual differences of teachers and students Too often a school staff will have
inservice training on computers, for example, on Tuesday, then a learning
styles session on Thursdayand never the twain shall meet No wonder
teachers get frustrated!

Most Important, formal and informal staff development efforts need to
be reinforced every day in a variety of situations Educators who focus ef-
forts on learning style but then don't encourage diversity among staff are, of
course, defeating their own purposes
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A Topic For Staff Development

As a content topic for staff development, "style" offers tremendous op-
portunity for professional growth in a number of ways The concepts of in-
dividual style differences have implications for all areas of curriculum and
instruction, as Illustrated in the circle at the beginning of this sect' fir, Figure
12.

We previously discussed how the theories of individual style can be
used as a basis for building positive communicafion and interpersonal rela-
tionships These concepts can become a basis for team-building efforts and
for developing skills for peer coaching, for example Concepts of style can be
a basis for encouraging positive communication with parents and with the
community at large They can be a basis for developing effective teacher-stu-
dent relationships and for encouraging students to Interact positively with
each other Ultimately, the climate of a school will depend on the ability of
all individuals to respect each other and to value each other's diversity This
respect can come from knowledge about style differences and acceptance of
the value of individual patterns of personality

One school district we work with initially used style to focus on com-
munication and team building among central office staff and building ad-
ministrators. Then secretaries and support personnel were Introduced to
basic style concepts and brought together with administrators to strengthen
their communication skills and work relationships "Now l see why you do
that!" was a typical comment Eventually, counselors were Included, and
school board members and teachers are gradually becoming part of the
team focus

Concepts of style differences can become a basis for organizing and
managing schools. Studies of individual needs can provide a framework for
thinking about organizing the school day, curriculum, class routines and
schedule, discipline policies, elective programs, and team teaching Since
consistency in certain policies is necessary in any large organization, re-
spect for individual differences is a key Issue

When one school district changed from a traditional junior high school
structure to the integrated-program organization of a middle school, we
used concepts of style to help prepare the staff Teachers examined their
own styles in light of their new roles and challenges They worked with each
other in their new teams to plan for making the best use of their Individual
strengths. They practiced joint curriculum planning and focused on finding
ways to accommodate needs of students with diverse styles
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Another content topic for staff development emanating from the study of
style is the development of a broad repel tone of teaching strategies and
teaching behaviors When teachers understand their own styles and are
helped to reflect on the strengths and limitations of those approaches for di-
verse g, oups of students, they can identify ways to stretch their own teach-
ing patterns Individual growth efforts will he more meaningful when they
relate directly to the personal needs, goals, and style of each teacher

Teachers at one school invited a colleague of ours to help them
"stretch" their teaching styles Working with one model of style, they initially
developed self-awareness about their teaching styles They then examined
students' learning style needs Each teacher prepared a personal growth
plan identifying goals and actions for trying new teaching behaviors They
worked in subgroups and used peer coaching to implement their plans A
rainbow-colored button reading We Teach With Style" became a proud
symbol of their efforts and commitment

Underlying the diversity in teaching strategies is, of course, the concept
that students are different and need to learn in different ways Dealing di-
rectly with learning style iz; a very important area for staff development
Teachers and administrators need to recognize the different learning styles
at work in the classroom When the intuitive learner asks a tangential ques-
tion, the teacher should understand how to respond When the sensing
learner asks for a practical example, the teacher should understand that stu-
dent's nted Teachers need to ask both general and specific questions They
need to provide opportunities for the extraverted student to act while think-
ing and for the introverted student to think before acting When teachers
give assignments, they should include auditors; visual, and kmesth. tic tasks

One school district formed teams of administrators and teachers from
each school to studs student learning styles We worked with tt em to de-
s elop their awareness of different aspects of learning style by introducing
several research models Over the past three years, the individual school
teams have applied the concepts in different ways Some have focused on
curriculum materials, some on teaching methods, and others on student-
teacher re!ati wiships One group used li formation on field-dependent-in-
dependent perception to expand the teaching of reading beyond a totally
phonic approach One elementary school designed a bookmark for their
reading text which lists modality -styie characteristics as they apply to read-
ing The tPachers use the bookmark as a dairy reminder to direct their read-
ing instruction to all modality strengths

A variety of other topics lend themselves well to a ,,tudy of style In pre-
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vious chapters we spoke about evaluation, counseling, study skills, higher-
level thinking, computers, and parenting These and many other areas can
provide specific topics for staff development

How to Use Style

Three steps are necessary to design staff development using concepts
of style The first is an awareness and knowledge of the concepts, ideas, and
issues This awareness must be thorough enough that each individual is able
to develop a personal understanding of style This takes time An introduc-
tion to style must be given by someone knowledgeable about style and sin-
cere about celebrating diversity A person introducing style to others must
know the research, understand the complexities and subtleties of the con-
cepts, and be able to model respect for differences

Once aware of style differences, people must make a personal commit-
ment to respect and honor individual diversity For mars educators this L a
reaffirmation of their values and beliefs, while for others it is a new chal-
lenge For all of us it includes a reminder that it is much easier to accept in-
dividual diversity in theory than in practice, that it is much easier to say we
respect uniqueness than it is to treat all people with that respect!

Once the awareness and personal commitment have been developed,
each staff member needs to develop a plan of action and to ask a fundamen-
tal question What effect will the concepts of style have on my professional
behavior? It is at this point that staff members should have some options for
applying the information about styles. It is a contradiction in terms to es-
pouse a theory of individual style and then require all staff members to ap-
ply the theory in exactly the same way The concepts themselves are ob-
viously better served when staff members individually or as a group develop
their own plans for applications Some peop° may want to work toward ac-
commodating diversity in curriculum Others may want to work on their in
terpersonal relationships Ind communication with other staff members.
Some staff may choose to work on their classroom management and d,sci-
pline strategies

This emphasis on individual options does not negate the importance of
the staff of a school working toward a common vision and shared goals Style
becomes important as individual staff members decide how to reach the
goals When a school identifies positive climate as a goal, for example, how
will each staff member strive to reach it Or if improved reading skills is the
goal, how will each staff member respond? Administrators can hold each
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staff member accountable for making efforts toward a school goal while still
respecting the individual staffer's way of reaching that goal

Finally, we have learned a lot in the last few years about successful staff
development We know that such efforts must he supported with appropriate
follow-up and resources We know that staff development efforts should In-
volve a commitment from all levels of the professional staff Here, too, con-
cepts of style should direct an approach to staff development Those who are
planning to use style in staff development efforts must practice what they
preach They must be knowledgeable about styles and also committed to the
pra lice of style

A Final Word

In many ways the homily of the oyster and the pearl can he used to
summarli,e our attitudes about individual differences in style Irritations get
into the oyster's shell, and the oyster doesn't like them. But when It accepts
their reality, It settles down to make one of the most beautiful things in the
world-2 pearl

When people are fundamentally different from us, it can cat' irrita-
tions But these very differences, when apr reciated, can he used to benefit
all

The study of style sLould he a positive reminder of the reason most of
us chose to he educatorsthe c;iallenge of helping individual students to
reach their full potential The implementation of style as a ioyous celebration
of diyersit)
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Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. Educatic nal
Leadership 36 (January 1979)

Entire issue devoted to learning styles Articles by Gregorc, the Dunns, and oth-
ers

Barbe, Walter B. and Swassing, Raym..nd H. Teaching Through Modality
Strengths Concepts and Practices Columbus, OH Za c3er, Inc., 1979

Defines modality, reviews the history of modality-based instruction, describes
ways to identify modality strengths, and offers practical suggestions for instruction

Barth, Roland S. Run School Run Cambridge, Mass Harvard University Press,
1980

A public school principal's story of creating a school that builds upon diversity
among students, teacher, and parents A '- -w -to book that describes organizational
decisions that value diversity rather than . tiformity

Becher, Paula; Bledsoe, Larry; and Mok, Paul. The Strategic Woman Dallas,
Tex Training Associates Press, 1977 (1177 Rockingham, Richardson, TX 75080)

Based on the four personality types described by Carl Jung, this book focuses
or personal growth and strategies for interpersonal lationships

Bolton, Robert, and Bolton, Dorothy Grover. Social Style/Management Style
New York America^ Manageme nt Associations, 1984 (135 West 50th St , New York,
NY 10020)

Identifies four social styles based on the work of David Merrill and Roger Reid
Discusses self-awareness and applying style to interpersonal relationships, careers,
goal-setting, and management.

Butler, Kathleen A. Learning and Teaching Style in Theory and Practice Maynard,
Mass Gabriel Systems, Inc , 1984 (Box 357, Maynard, MA 01754)

Based on Gregorc's style model, this book presents the concept of style with ex-
tensive examples in learning and teaching It offers practical, detailed suggestions for

utilizing style in instruction and curriculum

Claxton, Charles S.. and Ralston, Yvonne. Learning Styles Their Impact on
: aching and Adminis,ration Washington, D C American Association for Higher
Education, 1978

The first part gives a good overview of the research on cognitive styles Written
for application at the college level.
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Cornett, Claudia E. What You Should Know About Teaching and Learning Styles
Bloomington, Ind Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1983

An overview of learning styles, drawing the relationship to teaching styles and
brain research Includes a detailed list of assessment instruments and suggestions for
accommodating learning styles

Dunn, Rita and Dunn, Kenneth. Teaching Students Through Their Indii7:dual
Learning Styles ,A Practical Approach Reston, Va Reston Publishing Co , Inc , 1978

Describes detailed classroom activities and lessons that respond to various stu-
dent learning styles as defined by the Dunns' 18 elements

Entwistle, Noel. Styles of Learning and Teaching New York John Wiley & Sons,
1981

An integrated outline of important aspects of educational psychology focusing
on the processes of learning and teaching and how people differ in their approaches

Gardner, Howard. Frames of I'lind The Theory of Multiple Intelligences New York
Basic Books, 1983

Identifies and describes Multiple Intelligences, including Musical Intelligence,
Spatial Intelligence, Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence, and Personal Intelligence

Garger, Stephen. 'Learning Styles. A State of the Art and a Curriculum Design for
Application Doctor' dissertation, Seattle University, 1982 (Available from Univer-
sity Microfilms International, :inn Arbor, Michtgan )

A review of the literature on styles and a description of a curriculum project im-
plementing styles in the counseling department at a high school

Golay, Keith. Learning Patterns and Temperament Styles Newport Beach, Calif
Manas-Systems, 1982 (PO Box 106, Newport Beach, CA 92663)

Based on Keirsey's work with Jung's theories and Myers-Briggs definitions, this
book profiles four types of learners and offers specific suggestions for accommodat-
ing the styles through the physical environment, tasks, subject interests, and class-
room climate

Goldstein, Kenneth. and Blackman, Shekon. Cognitive Style, Five Approaches
ard prim ant Research New York John Wiley & Sons, 1978

Addressed to behavioral scientists, this book reviews various approaches to the
study of cognitive style It cites extensive research and theories

Gregorc, Anthony F. An Ach 1',7 Guide to Style Maynard, Mass Gabriel Systems,
Inc , 1982 (P0 Box 357 Maynard, MA 01754)

Ar overview of Gregorc's style work with an emphasis on self- awareness, ac-
ceptance of others' styles, and development of abilities to stretch and flex one's style

Guild, Patricia O'Rourke Burke. "Learnmg Styles. Knowledge, Issues and Appli-
cations for Classroom Teachers." Doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts,
1980 (Available from University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, Michigan, #80-
19,462 )

An overview of the literature on learning styles leading to generalizations for
teachers and some suggested directions for classroom accommodation.
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Guild, Pat, and Hand, Kathi. Where Did We Get This One? A Parents' Guide to
Adpreciating the individual Personalities of Their Children Seattle The Teaching
Advisor); 1985 (Box (.9131, Seattle WA 9819))

booklet designed to help parents understand differences in style and use this
knowledge to enhance their children's self-esteem, improve parent-child relation-
ships, and help children have more success in school

Harrison, Allen F., and Bramson, Robert M. Styles of Thinking, Strategies for
Asking Questions, Making Decisions, and Solving Probiems Gorden City N Y An-
chor Press/Doubleday, 1982

Addressed to a business audience, this book describes five Styles of Th nking
iginally identified by C West Churchman and Ian Mitroff It discusses ways tc use

trengths and to extend personal- thinking strategies

Jung, C.G. Psychological Types Princeton, N J Princeton University Press, 1971
(orig pub 1921)

Thorough description of Jung's theory of psychological types

Keirsey, David, and Bates, Marilyn. Please Understand Me, Characte. and Tem-
perament Types Eel Mar, Calif Prometheus, Nemesis, 1978 (PO Box 2082, Del Mar,
CA 92014)

Based on the 16 Myers-Briggs types, this book proposes four temperament types
and offers general examples of type in ereryday life, as well as in teaching and leaf n-
ing

Kirby, Patricia. Cognitive St* Learning Style and Transfer Skill Acquisition Co-
lumbus The National Center for Research in Vocational Er anon, The Ohio State
University; 1979. (1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, OH 43210)

Links cognitive and learning style research and theory to the world of work, fo-
cusing on the understanding of and ability to use transfer skills and cognitivetarn
mg styles

Lawrence, Gordon. People Types and Tiger Stripes, A Practical Guile to Learning
Styles Gainesville, Fla Center for Applications of Psychological Type, Inc , 1982
(2720 N.W. Sixth St , GainesvAle, FL 32601)

Based on the Myers-Briggs descriptions of 16 types, this took gives an overview
of style and some practical suggestions fcr instruction, meeting students' develop-
mental needs, considering teaching styles, and organizing staff development pro-
grams on styles

Littauer, Florence. Personality Plus Old Tappan, N J Fleming H Revell Company,
1981

Utilizing the terms Sanguine, Choleric, Melancholy, and Phlegmatic established
by Hippocrates, this book emphasizes building on one's own God-given strengths
and improving relations with others

Mamchur, Carolyn Mark. Insights, Understanding Yourself and Others Toronto,
Ontario The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1984 (25: Bloor St West, To-
ronto, Ontario M5S 1V6)
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An exploration of the world of psychological types, based on Carl Jung's con-
cepts Uses stories, photographs, paintings, and dramatic cignettes to discuss the full
potential of the human spirit

May, Rollo; Angel, Ernest; and Ellenberger, Henri F., eds Existence A New Di-
mension rr Psychiatry and Psychology New York Simon and Schuster, 1958

A good, readable explanation of existentialism and the existential approach to
therapy

McCarthy, Berrice. The 4MAT System Teaching to Learning Styles with Right /Left
Mode Techniques Barrington, Ill Excel, Inc , 1980 (Box 706, Barrington, IL 60010)

A model for teaching based on Kolb's experiential-learning cycle Includes a va-
riety of sample lessons

Merrill, David, and Reid, Roger. Personal Styles and Effective Performance Rad-

nor, Pa . Chilton Book Company, 1981
Approached from the perspective observing of social behavior, this book de-

scribes styles with extensive examples from business A good section en versatility

Myers, Isabel Briggs. Introduction to Type Palo Alto, Calif Consulting Psycholo-
gists Press, Inc., 1962 (577 College Ave , Palo Alto, CA 94306)

A comprehensive booklet describing the Myers-Briggs types and Jung's original
type work.

Myers, Isabel Briggs. Gifts Differing Palo Alto, Calif Consulting Psychologists
Press, Inc , 1980 (577 College Ave , Palo Alto, CA 94306)

An overview of the Myers-Briggs descriptions of 16 types based on Carl Jung's
work on psychological types Emphasis on the effect of type on personality and 1- .-
man development Brief section on learning styles

National Association of Secondary School Principals, eds. Student Learning
Styles Diagnosing and Prescribing Programs Reston, Va National Association of
Secondary Schopl Principals, 1979 (1904 Association Dr, Reston, VA 22091)

A collection of articles on learning styles by several major researchers in the
field General Editor James W Keefe presents an overview in the opening chapter

National Association of Secondary School Principals, eds. Student Learning
Styles and Brain Behavior Programs, Instrumentation, Research Reston, Va Na-

tional Association of Secondary School Principals, 1982 ( 1904 Association Dr, Res-
ton, VA 22091)

A collection of articles from a major NASSP conference on learning 3tvles and
brain research Focuses on programs, research, instrumentation and applications

Simon, Anita, and Byram, Claudia. You've Got tc Reach 'Em to Teach 'Em Dallas,
Tex Training Associates Press, 1977 (1177 Rockingham, Richardson, TX 75080)

Based on four communicating styleF identified by Carl Jung and described by
Paul Mak, this book gives an overview of styles aril their implications for teaching
and learnav It offers many practical suggestions for teachers, especially for style-
flexing
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Tyler, Leona E. The Psychology of Human Differences 3rd ed New York Appleton-
Centurv-Crofts, 1965

A comprehensive text on individual differences describing some factors that
produce these differences

Ulrich, Cindy, and Guild, Pat. No Sweat/ How To Use Yotir Learning Style To Be A
Better Student Seattic The Teaching Advisor); 1985 (Box 99131, Seattle, WA 98199)

A booklet written for students to help them identify their own best ways of learn-
ing and use their learning style effectively in school Includes suggestions for study-
ing effectively, ways to approach particular assignments and for getting help from
teachers and parents

Wickes, Frances G. The Inner World of Childhood Englewood Cliffs, N J Prentice-
Hall, Inc , 1966 (orig pub 192')

A sensitive exploration of the intricacies within a parent-child relationship by a
Jungian-trained child psychologist One chapter focuses directly on psychological
types

WitI'ln, Herman, and Goodenough, Donald R. Cognitwe Styles Essence and
Origins New York International Universities Press, Inc , 1981 (Available from Con-
sulting Psychologists Press, Inc , 57' College Ave , Palo Alto, CA 94306)

Covers the historical development of held- dependence independence and psy-
chological c:ifferentiation and the origins of cognitne styles Summarizes and cites
extensive research
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